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“...to achieve anything we have to
invent relationships.”
(Scarpa, 1986)

Preface
RE-AEDIFICATORIA
Buildings belong to a larger
cultural context that is part of the
human history. And architecture is,
inescapably, an addition to history.
Thus, every building provides a
certain context with a new element,
as a present for a particular society.
The big enigma is: should the new
building establish a contrast with the
old, or should it delicately rest next
to it creating a subtle union of the
two? If the principles of the Zeitgeist
philosophy are being followed, then
the first option is the most suitable
one since contemporaneity would add
a new original layer to the building.
However, an important factor is
trying to understand the old building,
reading its power and possibilities
and building upon the qualities of the
existing while developing the new.
During the history of architectural
restoration there are three different
points of view. Firstly, Viollet-le-

Duc (1814-1879) stated that historic
buildings should be restored not as
they once were, but as they should
have been, which means transforming
the building into a state that never
existed. This implies a certain level
of invention and freedom in the
intervention, stylistic value and
formal unity were the most important
factors. Contrary to this opinion, John
Ruskin (1819-1900) turns the piece
of work into a mystical element that
must be respected, which means that
his position comprehends avoiding
the intervention. This perspective
highlights the importance of the
building as a monument that must be
contemplated. Lastly, Camillo Boito
(1836-1914) rejects the clear division
between stylistic restoration and
conservation, distinguishing between
layers of intervention in order to
keep all authentic historical layers of
a building intact (Reynolds, 1992).
Nevertheless, why transforming a
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building instead of raising a new
one? From a historical point of view,
the relationship between society and
the existing shows a great dynamism.
For practical and economical
reasons, dealing with the existing
became a custom for two millennials
since Classical Antiquity, it became
somewhat unusual in the Modern
Era. During the Twentieth Century,
the existing was very frequently
replaced by the new. But nowadays
the panorama is slightly different:
two-thirds of the construction activity
is taking place in existing buildings,
especially in Central Europe. One of
the most important tasks is dealing
with historically valuable buildings
(Engels & Grootveld, 2016). The
boundary between the existing and
the new is defined by the architects
and the clients, with the responsibility
of establishing a dialogue between
different periods of time that
enriches the vitality of the building.

From that point of view we are looking
at Campina factory, that was raised in
the middle of the Twentieth Century
to adopt and offer a production
service. It stands right in front of
the canal with a powerful and rigid
appearance that encapsulates a wide
open interior. The building complex
offers a great number of possibilities
not only in an architectural way,
but also in a programmatic sense
that serves to a larger context
which is the city of Eindhoven.

Figure 1. Scarpa’s intervention of
Palazzo Querini Stampalia where
the layers of time are clearly visible.

Abstract
The former dairy factory Campina
stands in the Canal Zone of Eindhoven
(The Netherlands), as an example of
postwar industrial architecture. The
emblematic complex has suffered
several modifications throughout
time, from its opening in the 60s until
its closure in 2015. This evolution
lets the factory express the ‘Zeitgeist’
through its architectural features.
Consequently, this thesis is not only
meant to highlight the impact that
this passage of time has had in the
buildings but also to show the new
intervention, reflecting in this way
its contemporaneity, the spirit of the
current time. The research is meant to
answer the question:

“How can the Campina terrain
transform the current spatial relations
through a narrative that articulates the
different layers of time evolving into
a contemporary place of production?”

In order to develop the intervention,
the focus points have been the spatial
relations -exterior/exterior, exterior/
interior, interior/interior- and the
spatial qualities of the buildings
-physical and perceptual- to link the
different phases of the narrative from
beginning to end and connect the
complex to the city and its citizens,
breaking the current division between
public domain and buildings.
Concerning the program, the former
factory has been turned into a
contemporary place of production
that accommodates a design hub
and combines the current functional
character with the social spaces that
have been attached to them. The
intervention aims to create a narrative
through the different atmospheres
showing the stratification of layers
of time. This desired articulation
between the existing and the new is
emphasized by a controlled circulation
and visibility that takes into account
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Figure 2. Original state of Campina’s
factory around 1961 in a privileged
location in front of the water strip.

the perception and experience of the
user. The way the spaces are designed
and later on perceived affect the
opportunities the user has, how far
it is possible to go, the information
is visible from a specific place, the
senses that are emphasized in a certain
space...
As a result, the industrial complex
shows the expression of each period
through the spatial configuration and
materiality. The open space created
by columns in the existing factory
turns to a space generated by walls
-or sequence of columns- in the new

volumes that have been attached
to the existing ones, so the user can
experience the building as a sequence
of spaces and read the features of each
period of time. Moreover, the new
precast materials are an abstraction of
the old in-situ materials so there is a
constant dialogue between the existing
and the new through the entire terrain.
The physical and visual connections
between the old and the new also
emphasize the dialogue between layers
of time.
This new conception of the productive
place breaks the boundaries between
site and context and creates a new
image of the workplace in which
interaction between people is a key
factor, no matter if they are part of
the production process or just curious
citizens.

Keywords: transformational design,
architecture, production, old-new, experience
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“We must consider space, light, color,
geometry, detail, and material as an
experiential continuum. ”
(Holl, Pallasmaa, & Pérez-Gómez,
2006)

Introduction
The graduation studio “Places of
Production” is part of a series of
redevelopment projects where the
transformation of postwar architecture
is the central theme. It is focused on
the transformation of the former
dairy factory Campina in Eindhoven,
The Netherlands. It aims to analyze
how this building was originated
and used throughout the years to
set the foundation for the future
design and use. Since the existing
structures and their surroundings
are constantly changing, the goal
of the studio is to comprehend the
dynamism of architecture in order
to create a new layer in which the
“old” accommodates the “new”.
This Master’s thesis addresses the task
of showing a transformation of the
former milk factory that connects
to its historic context as a place of
production and leads to the attraction
of citizens and visitors so the
building creates a strong community

in Eindhoven. Furthermore, the
challenge is to create a place that adopts
functions related to new industries,
food, leisure and temporalities where
people can gather and be a part of
the greater plan in the industrial city.
In order to work on this challenge,
the research developed in this paper
encompasses the alteration of the
spatial relations, not only in relation to
the context but also inside the factory.
This is studied through the perception
of the different types of user that
take part in the building complex:
the workers, visitors or people from
different parts of the city. This approach
helps not only to take into account
how the space is being experienced
but also to strengthen the possibilities
of the building, creating a sequence
of spaces that create an articulation
between the old and the new in order
to conceive a contemporary place of
production that includes functional
purposes and a social commitment to
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the city. Furthermore, the intervention
aims to create a narrative through the
different atmospheres without starting
point or end that is able to show the
stratification of layers of time. This
desired articulation between the
old and the new is emphasized by a
controlled visual connection between
the spaces and a possible route that
opens a gate to the existing factory.
Research has been done through a
literature study, analysis of reference
projects, analysis of the existing, and
research by design in order to come up
with design proposals and investigate
the quality of certain interventions
in order to look for specific visual
and physical relations. In this way,
the study of this thesis combines the
physical form of architecture with
the perceptual cognition of the user.
It is important to mention that the
development of the masterplan was
carried by teams of 2 students in order

to work on the design of the canal zone
-located in appendix IV of the report-,
but the design of the industrial building
complex was elaborated individually.
The first part of the thesis is focused
on the historical research of the
city of Eindhoven, followed by the
conclusions obtained from the study
of the canal zone where the factory
of Campina is located. After this, it
has been fundamental to analyze the
origin and the current state of the
former dairy factory to understand
where it all began and how it has
developed to end up being the way
it is. This analysis is focused on the
development of the form and its
interaction with the elements that
surround it and the physical and
perceptual elements that allow the user
to experience the place. As an outcome
of this study, the design is explained
with drawings, diagrams and pictures,
including images of models and
reference projects. Finally, the thesis is
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ends with a conclusion of the research.
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Figure 3. View of the chimney from the former milk factory of Campina.

Theoretical framework &
Design principles
The purpose of the intervention is to
transform the former factory keeping
the identity of a functional building
and adding spatial qualities that
take the experience of the user into
account. Therefore, the building aims
to be embedded in its context and
take the user as the main character
that needs to be led by intuition to
go through the different spaces and
be part of different atmospheres.

ARTICULATION BETWEEN THE
OLD AND THE NEW
The current state of the building
complex shows the evolution through
the years. Some buildings have been
modified, others partly replaced, others
are surrounded by new buildings.
This development of the terrain meant
the starting point of the research. Thus,
the history of the industry calls for an
articulation between the different stages
of time, between the old and the new.

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

ARTICULATION OLD-NEW

NARRATIVE

STRATIFICATION

ACCESSIBILITY

MATERIALIZATION

VISIBILITY

EXPRESSION

PHENOMENOLOGY

Figure 4. Study framework of the design with its main topics.
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Stratification
The clear superposition of layers
of time generates contrast between
different periods of history.
This proves the changeability of
architecture and addresses the
attention to the detail of this joint
between the existing and the new.
Materialization
Materials are able to speak about
the different periods of time
according to their purpose and
can create a certain atmosphere
that links the past and its tradition
with the present. Some materials,
for instance, were more commonly
used in certain periods of time and
others were discovered later on, so a
material can represent the ‘Zeitgeist’.
Expression
The outcome of the previous points
lets the building explicitly show
its passage through history. The
design can express how the material

functions, especially playing with
patterns and textures and show this
distinction between periods of time.
NARRATIVE
Like most of the industrial buildings
nowadays, Campina lacks of
interaction with its surroundings
since it was conceived as an exclusively
functional complex that is focused on
the activity happening on the inside.
And that is why the main focus of the
research points out the different spatial
relations that are fundamental to avoid
a complex formed by independent
buildings that have no link between
each other. For this reason, not only
the relation between the interior spaces
has been considered but also the way
the interior interacts with the exterior
and how the terrain is connected to
the public space. As a consequence,
there is a need for a narrative that
unites these spaces offering a new
experience for the user and linking
at the same time the layers of history
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that have been previously mentioned.
Therefore, the research question states:
Visibility
As a part of this narrative, it is important
to play with the visibility of the users,
letting them see or guess what is
happening around -inside or outside-,
or hiding what is next to them to
control the route through the building,
not showing everything at once.
Accessibility
Designing a controlled entrance or
access emphasizes the intuition of the
user, creating a subconscious guidance
through the complex of buildings. It
also creates a gate from new world to
the old world, connecting both of them.
Phenomenology
Since the user is the main focus of
attention on this part of the research,
phenomenology plays an essential
role. This studies the experience of
the built space through light, color,
noise, patterns, textures, time…

How can the Campina terrain
transform the current spatial relations
through a narrative that articulates the
different layers of time evolving into
a contemporary place of production?
To answer this question, there are a few
sub-questions that have to be explained:

How can the current spatial relations
be transformed?
How can a narrative be established
articulating the different layers of
time?
How can the contemporary place of
production be defined?
Overall, the intervention aims to
connect the identity of the industrial
city with its inhabitants and visitors
and create a place of production where
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the social character is also included as
a reflection of the contemporary times.
For this purpose, “the functional”
merges with “the social” creating
an interesting space with a strong
character that allows visibility towards
the production chain and, at some

points, accessibility. This hypothesis
asks for a complex system that can
intuitively guide the user or the visitor
through the heterogeneous terrain.

EXTERIOR - EXTERIOR
CONTEXT AND ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENT
SPATIAL RELATIONS

ADE

EXTERIOR - INTERIOR
FAÇADE

INTERIOR - INTERIOR
BETWEEN DESTINATIONS

STINATIONS
FOCUS POINTS

EFINITION
PHYSICAL
PRECISE DEFINITION
TION

SPATIAL QUALITIES
PERCEPTUAL
SENSORY COGNITION

Figure 5. Focus points for the intervention of the Campina factory.

“One of the most important tasks
is dealing with historically valuable
buildings”
(Engels & Grootveld, 2016)

Historical research*
*This chapter encompasses a summary of the Monuments Advice Bureau about the research
on FrieslandCampina in Eindhoven.

Figure 6. Map of Eindhoven around 1560.

All throughout history, Europe has
created many industrial factories and
production areas, some of which have
been later considered as ‘industrial
heritage’. Therefore, in order to
understand the current situation of
Eindhoven and the context of the

Campina factory before proceeding
with the execution of the design,
it is necessary to summarize their
historical development. The following
lines will briefly explain how the city
developed until today, how the canal
zone was inserted in Eindhoven and
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the origin of Campina factory and its
architecture. Additionally, a catalogue
of historical pictures can be found in
Appendix II.
THE CITY OF EINDHOVEN
The history of Eindhoven started in
1232, when it barely had a couple
of hundred houses surrounded by
a fortification. It used to organize a
weekly market where farmers that
came from nearby villages were
able to sell their products. In the
middle Ages, the fortification was
strengthened but in 1486 the city
was burned by enemy troops. In
the early 16th century, Eindhoven
was reconstructed and the walls
surrounding the city were modernized
implementing bastions in its corners.
But the importance of Eindhoven lies
in the fact that it has always been a
market town with a significant center
for the surrounding villages. During
the Dutch revolt, Eindhoven was
constantly changing under control of

the Dutch or the Spanish, destroying
its city walls. It did not become
part of the Netherlands until 1629.
Although Eindhoven had remained
as a minor city, with the arrival of
the Industrial revolution, it grew
particularly through the development
of the Philips Concern, and Eindhoven
put itself on the map internationally
as the ‘City of Light’. In 1891, Philips
light bulb factory was established and
this would become a giant electronics
company. Since the industrial area
was growing, the city needed more

Figure 7 . Military map of Eindhoven in
1580 with its new fortifications in the
early 16th century.
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residential complexes, educational and
leisure accommodations.
After the bombing of the World War
II, Eindhoven had to subject itself
to the reconstruction of some areas,
slightly modifying the infrastructure
of the city. Around 1920, it grew
explosively with the annexation of
the surrounding villages: Stratum,
Woensel, Tongelre, Strijp and Gestel.
The area where Campina would be
built belonged to Stratum. New plans

Figure 8. Expansion of the JM Casseres,
1930. The plan shows a strong radial
bearing.

were made in 1923 and 1930 (plan
GC Kools / The Casseres), which formed
the basis for any development and the
city received a road structure of rings
and radials that would be an essential
piece for its infrastructure (fig. 8).
CANAL ZONE
The Eindhoven Canal was built
between 1843 and 1846 in order to
improve the connection between the
center of Eindhoven and the South
Willemsvaart between Maastricht
and ‘s-Hertogenbosch in a way that
would strengthen the industrial
and commercial transactions. As
a consequence, the area had to be
urbanized so in the middle of the 20th
Century it changed from a rural area
into an industrial zone.
Within the ring road, this piece of
the city resulted in a relatively narrow
industrial zone, which was bounded at
the south side by the Dirk Boutslaan.
Between Dirk Boutslaan and
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Figure 9. View of the canal surrounded by industrial buildings in 2011. The water line
points the city center of Eindhoven.

Geldropseweg housing was planned
while in the eastern part sports fields
and schools. Ath the east side of the
ring the DAF factories were built.
Eindhovensche Canal was in the 20th
century an area that had emerged with
several smaller industrial complexes
interspersed with houses. It remained
used by shipping until the 70s, but the
number of companies that made use
of the channel had declined sharply
and the shipping channel was closed

in 1974. Nowadays, only the channel
has a recreational function, and it is
part of the ecological network. The
strip between Dirk Boutslaan and
Eindhovensch Channel has a full
character of a contemporary business,
although here various buildings from
the 50s and 60s have been preserved
among more recent buildings.
The canal zone was considered an
industrial zone that has remained
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almost unchangeable since the 1950s.
The construction of Campina started
in 1957, costing 5-6 million guilders equivalent to almost 3 million euros. It
opened in 1961 as the “largest and most
modern dairy in the Netherlands”.
The urban organization of the
area plays an essential role in the
development of the building. In
general, industrial zones not only
require a lot of legislation but they are
also part of a dynamic system that is
constantly being transformed. The
Canal, located at the north end, is
an important element that represents
the history of the area. For the
municipality, the challenge is making
an industrial area more sustainable.

their specific identities, volumes,
materialisation and expression.
However, since the 1970s many
factories have been closed and
therefore these areas of production
have fallen into disuse and Campina is
included in this sector.
The design of the plan is made
by different components divided
according to their function (fig. 10).
This separation was already very
common in the Modern Movement,
in which each building used to shelter
a different function (Mallgrave, 2005).
The organization of the terrain is
orthogonal and the distance between
1

13 12
10
11

5

CAMPINA FACTORY
After the World War II, many
industrial areas developed themselves
in different scales as a result of the
industrialization period. These
industrial sites are known for

2

3
9

4
8
6

7

Figure 10. Original program of Campina:
1-milk reception and labs, 2-milk
factory, 3-ice factory, 4-loading trucks,
5-warehouse, 6-truck storage, 7-office,
8-canteen, 9-porter, 10-store, 11-freezer
room, 12-gas station and paper storage,
13-water tanks.
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Figure 11. Beating the 1st pole of Campina building complex on the Dirk Boutslaan by
Deputy Mayor F. Gijzels on April 10, 1957.
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Figure 12. Original morphology of Campina’s plan in 1961.

Figure 13. Evolution of the factory around 1980.
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buildings was not only meant for
logistical space but also for a possible
future expansion. In this way,
each building is oriented towards a
different side depending on the way
they function on a bigger scale and the
access to each building also follows a
programmatic scheme, but the initial
state shows a preference for the
southern side as a main entry point.
Nevertheless, it is certain to say that
Campina represents a mix of the
Delft School and Bauhaus due to its
functionalism and the materials that
had been used like yellow brickwork
instead of concrete, showing the Dutch
way of building. The main structure of
the buildings in Campina is made of
in-situ concrete whereas the fills are
mainly covered by brickwork, precast
concrete and steel frames. In the façade,
the key element is the structure due to
the fact that the columns emphasize
the rhythm and give a glimpse of how
the buildings are completed inside.

There is a high level of transparency
caused by the amount of glass used to
culminate the surface of the buildings
that was especially targeting the clients
and the conditions of the workers.
These windows were highlighted by a
concrete frame around them. In this
way, the vertical elements and windows
are very important in the composition
of its architecture. Moreover, there
are some elements considered quite
unique like the shell-shaped roofs
which were built with ceramic using
an old method of construction that
can only be seen nowadays in a few
buildings. The chimney on its own
already represents the presence of the
factory and even if it is not being used,
it can be seen as a reference point.
Between the years 1940 and 1965,
monumental art was seen in public
buildings. In Campina, the mural
was made by artist Harry Koolen
(1904-1985) in the lobby of the office
(picture). Most of his activity took
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part during the postwar years due
to company contracts. He made
significant murals for others like the
Brand brewery in Wijlre (1937), the
building of the Air Staff in The Hague
(1956), the Abbey of Middelburg
(1957) and PTT The Hague (1967).
After 1961, the factory experienced
several changes (fig. 13). Among all the
modifications, the most distinguished
ones are the implementation of steel
structure in the milk reception and
dairy factory on top of a brick wall
caused by an explosion in 1966, an
extension of the ice factory in 1970
and the extension of the ice and dairy
factories in 1981. Picture with layers
buildings years
The factory certainly has a modernist
character expressed by the materials
used such as concrete, glass and steel
that define the typology after the
war. A closer look at each building
according to the design principles of

the research of this thesis can be found
in the following chapter.
However, the factory closed in
2015 and ever since it has remained
completely closed. When visiting the
building, there were several features
of the factory that certainly have
interesting qualities such as the visual
relation to the city and the terrain,
the game of light and darkness inside
the factory, the spatial organization of
the interior and the representation of
direction through architecture.
INDUSTRIAL TYPOLOGY
Before starting to deeply analyze
Campina, there were a lot of questions
that need to be answered. For instance,
how has the industrial type developed
through the years? How has it ended
up being the way it is nowadays? What
is its origin?
For that purpose, the following pages
will try to illustrate and build the
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Figure 14. Original state of the Campina factory and its surroundings consolidating the
area as an industrial zone.
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Figure 15. First constructions meant for production.

Figure 16. Before World War I, the Waltham Mill Complex was built in Massachussets.

Figure 17. Albert Kahn’s Ford factory showed a revolutionary appearance showing the
structure in the façade.
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answers. An extension of them can be
found in appendix II.
The first buildings constructed
exclusively to produce goods are
simple mills (fig. 15). These type of
construction has been used since
the beginning of time with different
materials depending on the technology
of the era. They are especially built for
agricultural productivity so normally
the buildings are somewhat small and
narrow. In this way, the machines
could be placed on both sides showing
a very utilitarian aesthetics. Generally,
they were made out of brick and
masonry bearing walls with heavy
timber structures.
After a while, industrial buildings
developed into a different typology
that had a higher level of safety and
productivity (fig. 16). They were
still quite narrow and large so they
could have natural light inside. It was
important to keep the interior open

and clear in order to shelter as many
machines and people as possible.
For safety reasons in case of a fire
emergency, the stairs were placed in
towers, separated from the flat floors
that were meant for the production
process. That is why the overall
building still shows certain functional
aesthetics but the towers attached to
them have some ornaments.
After World War I, there were new ways
of producing energy and that implied
bigger machines and, therefore, bigger
buildings. Structures needed to carry
this additional weight so materials
started to change as well. Cast iron
and concrete were the most popular
ones. Thus, they allowed to organize
a flexible and adaptable interior for
possible changes in the production
process. The era of Albert Kahn meant
the peak of functional design, building
the exterior as a prolongation of the
interior (fig. 17).
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Figure 18. Fagus Factory is an improtant reference of industrial buildings in the Modern
Movement.

Figure 19. The importance of industrial architecture starts to fall after World War II.

Figure 20. The latest industrial buildings are the result of designs driven by economic
principles.
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In the period between wars, commonly
known as the Modern Movement,
simplicity was the key for the designs,
although the conception of it was
looked at more closely.
In the period between wars,
commonly known as the Modern
Movement, simplicity was the key for
the designs, although the conception
of it was looked at more closely. It was
the time for dignifying the workplace
and, as a consequence, architecture
had an essential role in the treatment
of buildings. The Bauhaus school as
a fundamental piece of the Modern
Movement was represented by spare
lines and structural expression (fig.
18).
After World War II, the industrial
building type had a lower reputation
so the materials used for constructions
had a lower quality and the designed
was not that important anymore (fig.
19). New materials like asbestos and

plastic were being used, although
concrete and iron still had an
important presence in buildings.
During this era, coinciding with the
construction of Campina, there was an
urban growth of industrial centers in a
way that industrial zones had a certain
relevance for municipalities.
Finally, at the end of the 20th century
and the beginning of the 21st, the
industry is represented by instrumental
buildings based on economic principles
(fig. 20). Therefore, buildings express
a certain architectural genericity that
is certainly not that interesting since
the main objective is building fast and
cheap.
At this point, architecture needs to find
its way and reclaim the importance
of the design in the connection with
the society and context in which is
being built in order to contribute
to the city’s identity. Nowadays, the
spatial requirements are lower due
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to the development of technology
that has made the production
cleverer. However, beyond functional
requirements, industries start to ask
for social conditions that turns the
production place into a space where
interaction is an important element
of the process. But when dealing
with an existing structure, how do
the architectural qualities of a former
industrial site become closer to the
modern man? The challenge lies in
dealing with an old industrial site in a
contemporary scenario.

Figure 21. Possibilities and tools for
building a contemporary place of
production.
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“The space that surrounds us and
the objects enclosing that space may
determine how far we can move, how
warm or cold we are, how much we
can see and hear, and with whom we
can interact.”
(Lawson, 2001)

Analysis

Figure 22. Location of Campina, one of the most known buildings in front of the water
line.
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CONTEXT
In order to design Campina’s
transformation, it is fundamental
to comprehend the context of the
factory. For that reason, an analysis
of the context in which it is located
has been carried out. In this analysis,
the buildings implemented along
the water line have been analyzed
to understand the character of the
neighborhood, the functions and the
way the constructions interact with
the context.
The former dairy factory was built
in a privileged location right in front
of the water line. Furthermore, the
ring road which draws the main line
of traffic for the city can be found on
the northeastern side of the building.
This fact puts Campina in a very good
position in the transportation network
since the access is easy and fast. In
the following pages, the context will
be analyzed including the buildings
around this factory.
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Figure 23. Diversity of functions along the canal.
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In terms of functionality, there is
quite a diverse range of functions
along the canal, especially at the
beginning of it. Closer to the city
center, houses and apartment
buildings predominate combined
with other functions such as cultural
or educational. While getting away
from the city center new functions
like sports, religious, industry and
other services start showing up.
However, it is clearly visible how
the buildings near the city center
have a more limited size, while in
the outskirts of the city the plots
are larger. Although there are a lot
of empty plots in the area, as an
industrial zone, there is always a
possible future need for expansion
that beneficiates the industries.
But what is the character of these
buildings or industries along the
water line? It is essential to see how
they behave, apart from knowing the
purpose they serve.
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Figure 24. A big percentage of the buildings along the water line is industry.
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As it has been shown in the previous
page, the function that clearly
predominates is the industrial one.
In this way, the canal zone is an area
full of dynamism where industries
are constantly evolving, changing and
sometimes expanding.
This powerful character has a lot
of potential for the city, which is a
positive aspect that needs to be treated
carefully. As an economic catalyst it
is fundamental for the municipality
to planificate what happens in and
around the area.
Like any other industrial zone, there
is need for legislations that regulate
the site including noise, history and
ecology. Industries have the main
role and the other elements have to
adapt. The challenge for Eindhoven’s
municipality is to make the industrial
area more sustainable. Green areas, for
instance, are separated from the water
line and around isolated industries.
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Figure 25. Transportation network around the canal zone.
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The history research of the city already
explained the development of the city
until it became a system of radials
that adopted a great network of roads
that made the city very accessible. The
factory of Campina is luckily located
right next to the main road of the city
that connects the outside areas with
the center.
Taking a closer look at the canal zone,
it is visible how the traffic network is
quite present in the area in order to
connect the main roads with secondary
ones that create access to the industries
and other buildings. This is interesting
for industrial buildings since they are
accessible and the noise legislation that
is already present is not an issue, since
there are a few neighbors around.
The space between the water and the
buildings creates room for roads where
vehicles can be parked the closest they
can get to the buildings.
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Figure 26. Morphology of buildings along the canal.
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Unlike Campina, almost every other
industrial building located in the canal
zone is a product of fast economy and
functionality in which an entity needs
shelter to store products or to carry
out another industrial activity such as
production, sale or repair.
Industrial buildings are part of a very
dynamic system in which buildings
are merely a shelter for products and
machines. Since these necessities are
constantly changing, the buildings
also need to adapt in order to absorb
the change. Thus, some buildings
were expanded without taking into
account any design principles, just the
functionality they serve.
In general, the morphology of
these buildings express a certain
disconnection from the context,
ignoring the privilege of being in front
of the water. And that is why the water
cannot serve a physical, functional or
a visual purpose.
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Figure 27. Classification of buildings due to their shape of their behavior.
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Analyzing the shapes and they way
they behave in their context, they
could be classified in three different
groups that will be explained in the
following lines.
The first group has a simple shape that
only interacts with its surroundings
through the front façade, so the
other three are made of completely
blind walls, which creates an opaque
building.
As a consequence of this first group,
borns the necessity of light and
ventilation. Since, for some privacy
reasons, the inside does not want to be
visible, the buildings adopt windows or
small openings on the roof, sometimes
including skylights.
The third group shows the need for
expansion and results in an addition
of different shapes, sometimes in a
proportional and regular way and
others ignoring these factors.
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Figure 28. The canal zone shows an accumulation of layers of time.
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Figure 29. Interaction of buildings with their surroundings through their openness.
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Nevertheless, while analyzing the
origin of each building, the canal
shows an interesting collage of
different layers of time. This, again,
expresses the dynamism of industrial
areas. Due to the origin of the canal,
industries got there first, followed by
houses, apartments, stores and some
museums. No matter at which point
of the canal the buildings are placed,
this combination of periods of time is
being shown.
And even if it has been explained the

importance of the buildings in their
context, it is essential to show how
much they are interacting with the
outside area (fig. 29). Through the
analysis of their openness, the image
presents a great amount of buildings
-especially industrial ones- that are
faced inwards, ignoring where they are
and what they have around them.
In addition to this, the skyline of
the water line also gives information
about the site (fig. 30). The rhythm is
not quite equal and it certainly lacks

Figure 30. Southwestern elevation of the canal (top) and northeastern elevation of the
canal (bottom) where rhythm is analyzed.
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of dynamism, which makes the water
line somewhat regular.

in the context.

The analysis concludes in a prototype
that transforms the most common
morphology to make it interact with
the context, especially with the water
in front of it (fig. 31). This prototype
adopts the dynamism of combining a
horizontal form with a vertical one and
leaves the sides for future expansions.
In this way, the building connects
-at least visually- the inside with the
public space in front of it participating

After analyzing the urban context
of the canal zone individually, a
masterplan was developed in groups in
order to design 4 kilometers from the
starting point of the canal, close to the
city center. This development can be
found in appendix IV. In the following
pages, it is explained how some design
principles of the masterplan have been
abstracted and implemented in the
development of the transformation of
Campina factory.

STEP 1

STEP 3

STEP 2

the

the

additions

Figure 31. Southwestern elevation of the canal (top) and northeastern elevation of the
canal (bottom) where rhythm is analyzed.
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GAP CONTEXT- BUILDING
The first problem found in the
industrial plot during the analysis
was the disconnection with the
surroundings. In general, the gap
between the public space and the
private area is, most of the time,
emphasized by the disparity between
the rural and the urban sites, which
is something that usually happens
in industrial areas. As it has been
previously explained, most industries
that used to be part of the rural area
in the outskirts the city are now part of
the urban tissue but this evolution of
the municipality puts the organization
of the public space into question. This
disconnection between building and
context needs to be solved.
The original state of Campina already
showed how the company asked for a
restricted access to the site for privacy
reasons. This boundary was created
through a metallic mesh screen around
the terrain (fig. 32) and it would create

Figure 32. Current state of the first
boundary between the terrain and the
public space.

a particular image of the industry,
increasing its value through the
limited access to it. Later on, during
the development of the extension, this
gate changed its position in some areas
to make the mobility of the complex
more functional and adopt the changes
that the factory was implementing. In
this way, the route made by the trucks
and other vehicles had to adapt to the
new distribution (fig. 33).
Nevertheless, the current situation still
presents an important gap between the
building and the context, which means
that there is a certain disconnection
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access pedestrians
access vehicles
1961

1980

Figure 33. Predominant circulation of vehicles through the terrain due to the functional
character of the building.
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between both elements. This division
is not only physically represented by
the previously mentioned gate around
the building, but also by the fact that
the building was designed with the
only purpose of being functional.
And that is why the space between the
buildings was exclusively conceived to
let the vehicles load and unload the
products and go through the terrain
making the route efficient. All these
factors resulted in the outdoors space
of Campina being occupied by the
workers’ cars or trucks going back and
forth, but none of it was specifically
designed for workers or clients to enjoy
the area in-between constructions.
However, the unification of the physical
nature of a specific architecture with
its roots and its history should be
the driving force of the development
creating, thus, a sense of place. The
goal is to conceive an architecture that
originates a unique, social reflective
and meaningful environment. But the

challenge lies in understanding the
context since it is the first obligation
for the designer. In this case, there
is no tabula rasa, actions affect the
existing buildings so the analysis
of a concrete artifact that is already
there to be transformed should be
carefully made. The approach of
this articulation between building
and surroundings can be made in a
progressive or conservative way.
The intention, as Chipperfield states, is
not to apply the concept of “merging”

Figure 34. Model of the front façade of
Campina, facing the water line.
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or “blending” with the context for it
is not appropriate. Instead, the British
architect prefers “embedding” since
it suggests the ambition to perform
in a certain context paying attention
to what is convenient, which also
means that a measure of urban design
is considered necessary to maintain
a certain level of spatial and social
quality (Colenbrander & Rapp,
2016). But establishing this empathy
with the context can also mean that
qualities that are not there need to be
implemented.
DIAGNOSIS OF ARCHITECTURE
The original design of the factory
consists of a loose arrangement of
buildings on a great area in order
to have enough logistics space and
be able to accommodate future
extensions, such as the incorporation
of a new volume a few decades later.
In this way, it is certain to say that
its architecture is somewhat generic
and merely functional, in which the

Figure 35. Model of the former milk
factory and the warehouse in the
background.

richness of its spatial relations largely
depends on the functioning of the
building. But, what does actually made
architecture generic and how relevant
is this for functional buildings? As
Venturi explains:
[...] it is a GENERIC
architecture
that
acknowledges symbolism
and iconography for our
time, that represents
ornament and projects
detail rather than engages
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them -is this virtual detail?and whose flexibility
-spatial,
mechanical,
and iconographic- can
accommodate
change
explicitly. And it is this
generic
quality
that
can dominate over the
iconographic
where
appropriate. In essence our
position -responsive and
intuitive- encourages rich
varieties of architecture that
are generic and responsive to
context, formal and symbolic;
our position discourages
trendy architectural rhetoric
that takes a naive and ironic
guise of universal order.
(Venturi, 1996)
Therefore, genericity allows future
changes and incorporates flexibility
in the building which is an essential
requirement for industrial structures
but, should this be it? Architecture

-no matter the function- should be
embedded in the site, seeking for
connections with the surroundings
and creating a place.
Thus, the challenge lays on how to
create this link between building
and site and between buildings. The
arrangement of the buildings can be
designed for this purpose and their
physical elements can help to relate
back to the context but creating a
volumetric articulation is only a
fraction of the possibilities that can

Figure 36. Model of the office building
and the canteen penetrating the volume.
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be applied. Transparency, for instance,
plays an important role in this topic
since it allows the visual connection
between the inside of the building and
the elements around it.
Firstly, the buildings have been analyzed
as pieces of a bigger area which is the
terrain so each construction is part of
a group in a way that it is constantly
working together with the rest. The
most general features already express
how the buildings were placed in the
plot. Some of them -warehouse, milk
reception and office- were inserted
drawing pieces of the edge of the
plot, while others were loosely in the
center of it (fig. 37.1). Moreover, the
warehouse shows a morphology that
is the result of adapting to the plot’s
shape, making the most of the space
that was available and that is why its
structure is appearing in a form quite
different from the rest (fig. 37.2). And
unlike most of the industrial buildings
that can be found nowadays, a great

1. Volumes touching the plot’s edge

2. Structure adapted to the plot’s
morphology

3. Open volumes

Figure 37. General features of the
buildings that are part of the plot.
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1. Edges of circulation

2. Sightlines

3. Inward character of the buildings

Figure 38. Functioning of the terrain due
to the character of the buildings.

majority of Campina’s buildings are
quite open, since they dispose big
windows that let the light enter the
construction (fig. 37.3).
Furthermore, the interaction between
buildings and terrain is also a factor
that should be studied. The outdoors
space of Campina is completely free
of any element that could prevent
vehicles from functioning around
it freely according to their purpose.
Currently, this space is quite limited
but enough for trucks and cars to
fulfill their objective (fig. 38.1). Slightly
different from these circulation lines,
there are the sightlines that can help
people see diverse components of the
terrain at the same time or connect the
public space with the terrain visually
(fig. 38.2). But even if most of the
buildings’ façades have a high level
of transparency, they have an inward
character so they barely interact with
the outside or the terrain (fig. 38.3).
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Unfortunately, as it has been
shown previously, Campina denies
the presence of its surroundings,
including the water strip that is the
main element of the area around
the factory. However, in order to
understand better the functioning of
the industry and what it already has
or lacks of, it is necessary to proceed
with a summary of the analysis of its
architectural features. The analysis of
each building was made according to
the design principles that drive this
research (appendix III). Therefore, it
was conducted to extract the behavior
of the Campina complex buildings.
Below, an overall conclusion has been
written:
Accessibility. Each building has more
than one entrance, mainly designed
for a functional purpose.
Visibility. Most buildings dispose of
a high level of transparency in their
façades but sometimes the openings

are exclusively made for the entrance
of natural light, avoiding visibility
from the outside.
Circulation. The versatility of the
structure creates open spaces that
hardly force the user to take a specific
route. Flexibility in the space let
the factory change and develop its
technology.
Materiality and expression. The most
common materials are brickwork,
concrete and steel that allows
the constructions to establish an
interesting combination of wall and
voids.
Color. The factory has quite a natural
palette brought by the honesty of the
materials, due to the function of the
former factory, most of the colored
elements have a blue pigmentation that
makes a reference to dairy products.
In addition to this, the façades of
the most representative buildings
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MILK RECEPTION

ACCESSIBILITY AND CIRCULATION

ground floor

first floor

VISIBILITY, LIGHT AND SPATIAL RELATIONS

longitudinal section

cross section

Figure 39. Physical characteristics of the former milk reception.
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MATERIALITY AND EXPRESSION

brickwork:
skin.

concrete:
structure.

steel:
joinery, handrails.

tiles:
floor.

tiles:
protection walls
and structure.

COLOR

SPECIAL FEATURES

bridge between buildings

light

Figure 40. Perceptual characteristics of the former milk reception.
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MILK FACTORY

ACCESSIBILITY AND CIRCULATION

basement

ground floor

first floor

second floor

VISIBILITY, LIGHT AND SPATIAL RELATIONS

longitudinal section

cross section

Figure 41. Physical characteristics of the former milk factory.
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MATERIALITY AND EXPRESSION

concrete block:
wall.

concrete:
structure.

steel:
joinery, handrails.

tiles:
floor.

tiles:
protection walls
and structure.

COLOR

SPECIAL FEATURES

representative color

skylights

Figure 42. Perceptual characteristics of the former milk factory.
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ICE CREAM FACTORY

ACCESSIBILITY AND CIRCULATION

basement

ground floor

first floor

VISIBILITY, LIGHT AND SPATIAL RELATIONS

longitudinal section

cross section

Figure 43. Physical characteristics of the former ice cream factory.
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MATERIALITY AND EXPRESSION

brickwork:
skin.

concrete:
structure.

steel:
joinery, handrails.

tiles:
floor.

tiles:
protection walls
and structure.

COLOR

SPECIAL FEATURES

clock and openings in the facade

skylights

Figure 44. Perceptual characteristics of the former ice cream factory.
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OFFICE & CANTEEN

ACCESSIBILITY AND CIRCULATION

basement

ground floor

first floor

second floor

VISIBILITY, LIGHT AND SPATIAL RELATIONS

longitudinal section

cross section

Figure 45. Physical characteristics of the former office and canteen building.
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MATERIALITY AND EXPRESSION

brickwork:
skin.

concrete:
structure.

steel:
joinery, handrails.

rubber:
floor canteen.

carpet:
floor office area.

COLOR

SPECIAL FEATURES

art

lighting in the canteen

openings in the façade

Figure 46. Perceptual characteristics of the former office and canteen building.
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WAREHOUSE

ACCESSIBILITY AND CIRCULATION

ground floor

VISIBILITY, LIGHT AND SPATIAL RELATIONS

cross section

Figure 47. Physical characteristics of the former warehouse.
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MATERIALITY AND EXPRESSION

brickwork:
skin.

concrete:
structure.

steel:
structure, wall,
joinery.

cobblestone:
floor.

COLOR

SPECIAL FEATURES

light

mesh filtering light in the facade

combination of textures

Figure 48. Perceptual characteristics of the former warehouse.
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LOADING DOCKS

ACCESSIBILITY AND CIRCULATION
HANDENDROGER
082
1,9 KW
230-50Hz
46 L/min

HANDENDROGER
082
1,9 KW
230-50Hz
46 L/min

HANDENDROGER
082
1,9 KW
230-50Hz
46 L/min

HANDENDROGER
082
1,9 KW
230-50Hz
46 L/min

OORDOPPEN
DISPENSER
HD0001

HAARNET
DISPENSER
HD0001

HAARNET
DISPENSER
HD0001

60109.8267

46974.8892

ground floor

VISIBILITY, LIGHT AND SPATIAL RELATIONS
no entrance of light
no connection inside-outside

cross section

Figure 49. Physical characteristics of the former loading docks.
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MATERIALITY AND EXPRESSION

brickwork:
skin.

concrete:
structure and
floor.

steel:
structure, roof,
joinery.

brickwork:
floor.

tiles:
protection walls
and structure.

COLOR

SPECIAL FEATURES

truck entrance

Figure 50. Perceptual characteristics of the former loading docks building.
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have been analyzed to highlight key
qualities that can be repeatedly found
all around the terrain. These are
rhythm, transparency and symmetry
(appendix III).
The former dairy factory disposes of
the most heterogeneous façades of the
terrain (fig. 51). This repetitiveness
establishes a strong and powerful
rhythm that offers a forceful image
of the building. The elements that
cause this rhythm are the columns
that, at the same time, are framing the
openings. But also the openings show
a pattern through the window frames,
emphasized by the vertical line.
Moreover, the size of these symmetric
openings allow the entrance of natural
light and a visual connection between
the inside and the outside space.
Not only the windows and columns
are symmetric by themselves, also
the overall façade expresses a clear
symmetry.

Just like the milk factory, the former
ice cream factory also has an explicit
rhythm emphasized by the openings
and the structure of the building (fig.
52). Even though the four façades
are not as heterogeneous as the ones
of the previous building, especially
if they are compared to each other
but this rhythm and repetition of
elements are clearly visible in all of
them. Furthermore, they do not have
a complete overall symmetry but the
elements that compose the façades
are symmetric by themselves and this
offers a certain sense of regularity.
This building also has big openings
that allow the interaction between the
outside and the inside and reception
of natural light.
Ultimately, the former warehouse has
quite a characteristic morphology
amongst the rest of the buildings in
the terrain. However, the façades also
reflect the same properties that have
been seen previously. Along the plane,
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SOUTH ELEVATION

Figure 51. Southern façade of the former
milk factory.

Figure 52. Eastern façade of the former ice
cream factory.
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Figure 53. Eastern façade of the former warehouse.
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the structure and openings follow an
overall patterns that create a strong
rhythm as well (fig. 53). The structure
and morphology of the warehouse
create an overall symmetry, even
though some elements may interrupt
it. The openings are also symmetric
by themselves but they are not always
placed in a symmetric order in the
façade. Due to its function, the
building has an inward nature. This
is shown through the height of the
windows, which allows the reception
of natural light but it does not establish
a visual connection between outside
and inside.
Furthermore, the plan was analyzed
in order to discover how the spaces
interact inside each building. For
instance, the former ice cream
factory shows the lack of flow in
the movements between spaces (fig.
54), which is the starting point of
the design. The goal is creating an
interaction between spaces and make

them coexist, not letting them be
independent from the rest.
To conclude the chapter, some
pictures will illustrate the visit to the
Campina factory. During this tour,
there were certain characteristics
that should be highlighted since they
were an important base from which
the intervention could be developed.
Some of these features are, for instance,
the reference to the context, the light,
the spatial configuration and the
directionality presented by different
elements. In the following pictures,
these properties are being shown.

Figure 54. Place, path and transition in
the former ice cream factory indicates
that spaces do not overlap.
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>

Figure 55. Subtle visual reference to the city from the former milk factory.

<

Figure 56. View to some of the elements around the terrain of Campina.
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<

Figure 57. Contrast between a space where light is welcome and another one where it is
absent.

<

Figure 58. View to some of the elements around the terrain of Campina.
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Figure 59. Spatial configuration of the former milk factory establish a hierarchy between
different atmospheres.

<

Figure 60. The existence of different heights and levels enriches the space of the ice
factory.
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>

Figure 61. Some elements in the former milk factory highlight a linear direction.

Figure 62. Connection between the former milk reception and the milk factory forces
the one point perspective.
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“The ground of the built environment
is our primary source of opportunities
to bring the body alive as a creative
force in motion, exercising faculties of
balance and agility inherited from the
distant past.”
(Plummer, 2016)

Intentions & First steps
REFLECTION OF THE CANAL
ZONE MASTERPLAN
The analysis of the Canal Zone, where
the factory is located, highlighted the
stratification of periods of time that
the area has accumulated throughout
the years. This has been the starting
point of the intervention, affecting
the urban layer and the architectural
transformation of the former factory.
Since the installation of the canal in
1846, the area has been an industrial
site where a diversity of functions takes
place. Overall, it is a neighborhood
that is in a constant development
due to the flexible character of the
industrial constructions, even though
the original structure is still visible
in some places (fig. 63). The first step
of the masterplan was to classify the
different plots and buildings in order
to decide which ones add a quality to
the context, which ones interact with
it. The areas that are currently being
redeveloped have been kept, as well as

the ones that have a lot of potential in
the area. Some of the existing factories
were selected to be transformed,
while others were removed since
they did not have an interesting
character for the place (fig. 64). The
new layer of constructions interacts
with the existing ones, adding new
characteristics to the zone. Therefore,
the different layers of time coexist
in an area that has a strong identity
inside the city of Eindhoven (fig. 65).
The main goal of our masterplan is to
prioritize the necessities of the place,
to turn it into an active urban area that
highlights the qualities of Eindhoven
and moreover creates a contemporary
attractive and interactive point inside
the city where people can meet and
develop different activities along the
water line. In this new area, there is
space for living, working, culture
and different types of leisure which
produces a great diversity in program
sequence that can suit the needs of the
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1963

1973

2005

Figure 63. Stratification map before the masterplan intervention.

kept

transformed

replaced

Figure 64. Classification of the current situation in the canal zone before the intervention.

1963

1973

2005

2018

Figure 65. Stratification map after the masterplan intervention.
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user.
After designing the urban intervention
of the neighborhood in groups of
two students (appendix IV), there
were certain characteristics that were
applied to this individual research,
properties that are also applied to the
transformation of Campina.
First of all, the search for identity and
belonging to the direct surroundings
and the city was the starting point
of the design. As well as the canal
zone, the current state factory already
shows the disconnection from the
surroundings so it is important to set
the goal of embedding the building

in the context and potentiate its
character as an essential piece of the
city of Eindhoven.
Secondly, the masterplan used the
system of a grid as a tool to connect the
surroundings with the different plots.
This grid is constantly interacting with
the urban context and opening a path
that links buildings, public space and
the environment around them. At
the same time, the establishment of
a hierarchy within this grid enables
the possibility of prioritizing certain
relations and creates a network all the
elements are easily accessible following
an order (fig 66).

Figure 66. Functioning of hierarchy in the plan in order to establish connection between
different areas.
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However, the former dairy factory
had a strong functional character
that is put into question these days.
Should the contemporary place of
production a mere working space, or
should it be transformed into a space
of interaction?
Finally, the idea of letting the buildings
and public space work together was
very important. It is essential that
the space that the buildings create
has a positive character. In this way,
the space becomes the main focus of
attention, and the buildings become
the tools with which this important
space is created. Thus, the buildings
become the creators of the urban
space (Alexander, 1987).
CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT
FOR THE TERRAIN AND FIRST
DECISIONS
As it has been explained in the research
framework, the purpose of the
intervention is to establish a relation

Figure 67. When the public space is
positive, it means that both buildings
and terrain are equally important.

Figure 68. Public space is negative when
the main focus are the buildings and the
space that surround them are left in the
background.
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between the different layers of time
creating a narrative in which the user
can go through the site experiencing
the diverse atmospheres, inside and
outside the buildings.
Among all the modifications that
the terrain of Campina has suffered,
the most distinguished ones are the
implementation of steel structure in
the milk reception and dairy factory,
an extension of the ice factory in 1970,
the extension of the ice and dairy
factories in 1981 and a slight change
in the placement and functioning of
the gate. This gate changed but the
building remained disconnected from
the context. In terms of circulation,
it has always been focused on the
importance of vehicles and their
routing through the different stages of
production of the factory and whereas
the access was highly restricted while
now it is meant to be designed as a
space for people.

For privacy reasons among others, the
industry placed this wall around the
building. This creates an important
gap between the building and the
context, which means that there is a
certain division between the industry
and the area around it that should be
solved. The modification of this gate
would leave the complex of buildings
completely “exposed”. But the intention
is to catch people’s attention from the
outside and make them go inside and
wander in between buildings seeing
what is happening inside them (fig
69).
The first step in the transformation
process is to detect the value of the
existing buildings. To that end, it
has been fundamental to analyze the
current architecture and its existing
qualities. As a result, some buildings
such as the store and the paper storage
located in the northeastern zone of the
terrain have been left out because of
their minor importance as a part of
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Figure 69. Suggestion of possibilities and ambitions for the terrain of the factory.
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the bigger entity. The most relevant
characteristics shown by these small
buildings are already visible in the
most prominent ones like rhythm or
verticality in the composition of the
façade (appendix III).
1961

In order to let the user create a narrative
through the terrain and experience the
space on it, a great part of the extension
made in 1981 has been removed since
it can be defined as a “blind building”
due to the lack of interaction with its
surroundings. Therefore, it had no
quality that could fulfill the purpose
of the design. The piece that has been
kept from that extension, the area
where the trucks diagonally accessed
to load the products, adds interesting
features to the site. The first main
gesture of intervention mainly affects
this extension built during the 1980s.
While there was a clear intention
to keep as many historical layers as
possible, this alteration would allow
the terrain to open more the space for

1980

basis of the intervention

Figure 70. Starting point of the
intervention where the existing buildings
kept are shown.
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people and increase the possibilities of
routing inside it (fig. 70).
AMBITIONS FOR THE PLACE
Currently, the gate that draws the
limits of the Campina terrain contains
an outside space that does not interact
with the public environment around
it, even though there is a certain visual
relation that has been established due
to its materialization. Questioning
the representation of the current
boundary, this physical element
creates a disconnection between two
different exterior spaces not allowing
the interaction between them. But,
what happens when the outside
space of the industrial building
flows towards the public area? How
can architecture make a distinction
defining the space without creating a
division? A subtle transition can blur
the boundary between the public space
and the outdoors area of the complex.
Creating an inviting environment
playing with the perspective will make

the walker curious. In this way, people
turn into explorers that use the terrain
as a promenade that leads to different
spaces and environments with diverse
qualities. This includes scenography.
When walking around the public
area that surrounds the factory, there
are certain points of view established
towards the outdoors space of
Campina and its complex of buildings.
This connection is essential since it is
the first impression that any person
would get from the building and the
area around it. So, how to attract
the audience to wander around the
terrain? The goal is to let people feel
attracted to the space so, in order to
fulfill this purpose, it is important
to detect the areas where something
significant could happen and use
architecture and other urban elements
or features as a guiding element to
control the perception and routing
around the industrial space.
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But after analysing the urban
settlement and the interaction
between the existing buildings and
the terrain, it is clearly visible that the
factory has a highly functional design
and, for that reason, the interaction
with the surroundings fades into the
background. However, a closer look to
what is going on around the factory
should be made. As pedestrians we not
only have an approximately constant
size but we also maintain a more or
less constant speed of movement. The
way buildings appear and move across
our field of vision is largely dependent
on this pace of life (Lawson, 2001).
In the eastern limit of the terrain, the
ring road is found giving access from
all different areas in the city. Since it
is the main road, the view from it is
seen in a high speed so the perception
of the place is made in a matter of
seconds. This quick impression ask
for a more powerful image of the site,
which is already somewhat supported

Figure 71. The plan of the Parthenon
shows a great flexibility of routing.

by the chimney and the group of
diverse buildings in the background.
The arrival to the building is mainly
being made by vehicles, bicycles and
some pedestrians. In the southern
side, the area allows the incorporation
of vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles,
although the way the building is
perceived allows more time to the
user to get more information from
it. This access is to some extent more
functional and lets these visitors to get
in a closer contact with the building.
Furthermore, the eastern limit of
Campina locates other buildings in
which a cultural function has been
assigned to in the development of
the masterplan. The organization and
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location of these buildings only permit
some space where streets have been
placed. Finally, the northern side of
the terrain is facing the canal and the
boulevard where multiple activities are
going on at the same time, since it has
been designed as the main meeting
point of the area. The relevance of
the water line creates the main street
for the terrain, giving access through
this boulevard. It is the most crowded
street with people wandering around,
cycling and enjoying the area.
Taking everything into consideration,
the intervention in the terrain aims
to make it permeable so people can
feel invited to wander outside and
look through the buildings getting a
glimpse of what is happening inside.
But in order to make this happen, it
is necessary to control the curiosity of
the visitors and give them freedom to
choose their own route according to
their circumstances. In this way, the
spaces get connected through different

routes that can start or end from any
point of the permeable terrain, making
a reference to the system of circulation
of the Parthenon (fig. 71). But how can
this concept be applied in the modern
world to a plot where there are several
buildings apart from each other?
An old slaughterhouse and livestock
market located in Madrid (Spain),
currently well known as “Matadero”,
is a good reference for the ambitions
of the terrain (fig. 72). It has always
been an open project with scope for
growth and nowadays it works as a
cultural center where there is room
for several arts through exhibitions,

Figure 72. Public space inside the complex
of Matadero allows a great flexibility for
different activities.
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CONTEXT: BETWEEN NATURAL
ELEMENTS AND BUSY AVENUES

river

park

avenue

avenue
ACCESS THROUGH SPECIFIC
POINTS
WHERE
THE
SIGHTLINES ARE SOMEWHAT
CONTROLLED

GREEN SPACES AROUND THE
COMPLEX

Figure 73. An analysis of the context of Matadero (Madrid) aleady shows similarities
with the situation and ambitions of Campina.
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THE POSITION OF THE
BUILDINGS
AND
WALLS
CREATE LINES OF DIRECTION
OR STREETS

DIFFERENT SQUARES WITH
DIFFERENT CHARACTERS AND
FUNCTIONS

EACH BUILDING HAS
DIFFERENT DIRECTION

A

Figure 74. Matadero as a reference project as a cultural center that interacts with the
outdoors space.
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events and activities with different
temporal characters. This Center
for Contemporary Creation has
interesting elements and design
decisions that fit the ambitions for the
Campina terrain (fig. 73, 74), not only
because it has experienced several
changes throughout the time but
also due to its cultural and economic
connection to the city.

Furthermore, it is clearly visible how
the green areas can only be found in
the limits of the site, leaving the main
space of the terrain as an open space
for different activities. This outdoors
space is defined by the position of
the buildings that create lines of
direction and sightlines with different
proportions and characters turned
into streets and squares.

As it is explained in the diagrams,
the access to the complex can
be made through different spots
-natural atmospheres or rough urban
sites- which already gives a distinct
personality to the limit of the site,
creating a bigger contrast on the
natural edges. However, the fact
that the wall of 2.5 meters high that
surrounds the plot has been perforated
on specific areas to allow the entrance
helps to slightly control the sight lines
of the user once he/she enters the
complex.

The complex has two main squares
connected to the previously mentioned
lines or streets. It is important to
mention that each square serves a
different purpose. While one of them
has a more flexible character where
several activities are carried out
depending on the events or exhibitions
inside the buildings, the other one has
permanent art at everyone’s disposal
that also connects the outside with the
indoors space of the constructions.
But one of the most important
characteristics of the site is the way
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Figure 75. Matadero expresses the passage of time and adaptation to contemporary
necessities.

that buildings interact with the public
space. Unlike most urban dispositions
where buildings are directed towards
the main square, in Matadero each
building has a main direction different
than the others. Some of them are,
indeed, focused on these open spaces
but others are just interacting with the
narrower streets or with the buildings
in front of them. This directional
character is emphasized by the access
to each building.

positive public space where buildings
help to create the space around them
instead of focusing on the buildings
and leaving the public space in the
background, it is important to study
the type of intervention that will be
carried out in the site. When it comes
to transformational projects, there are
multiple possibilities but the three
options explain in the following lines
cover the essence of most of them (fig.
76).

A FAMILY OF BUILDINGS
Since the intention is to create a

Firstly, installation creates a very
dynamic composition and it also allows
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INSTALLATION

INTERVENTION

INSERTION

Figure 76. Transformation of buildings allow different possibilities that need to be
studied in order to adapt the most suitable one.
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small modifications in the original
building to upgrade it technologically.
But there is a physical disconnection
between the existing buildings and the
new ones.
Secondly, the result of an intervention
establishes an interconnection
between the old and the new since
they are physically touching each
other. This helps the project to achieve
unification of different periods of
time. The challenge or difficulty lies in
the extraction of physical features of
the existing and apply them to the new
buildings.
Ultimately, insertion expresses that
the interior and the exterior have
the same level of importance in
the intervention. In this way, the
contained -inside- is independent
from the container -outside-. In other
words, the buildings have a skin that is
independent from them.

To conclude, it is important to
remember that the main objective
and focus of attention is the dialogue
between the old and new in order
to show several layers of time.
And that is why, after analyzing
the possibilities that have been
previously explained, this research
will conduct an intervention so the
connection between old and new can
be highlighted. Depending on the
contrast or similarity desired, the new
and the old will establish a different
type of dialogue.
Nevertheless, when it comes to
the narrative of the complex it is
important to keep in mind that there
are several possibilities in which
access and visibility establish different
spatial relations. These relations aim
to enrich the site and build a narrative
inside and outside the buildings.
Depending on the privacy levels,
the relations will change in order to
serve and play with the perception
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of the user. Since there are several
activities going on at the same time
in the different buildings and through
the terrain, the game of visuals and
access or circulation keeps a certain
dynamism and creates an interesting
place to explore. In some cases, what
the user can see is completely clear
but other times it turns into shades
moving on the ground. For instance,
perception changes if the line of
vision is located on the eye-level or if
it is higher or lower. All in all, there
is always a hierarchy that puts the
different users into an specific focus
of attention leaving them as the main
character or as the observer (fig. 77).
Taking everything into consideration,
the connection between buildings
highly depends on the urban and
architectural intervention and their
spatial relations so the objective is to
establish a relationship between them
so the entire complex functions as one
entity, not just aesthetically or visually

but also in an abstract way. The
richness of this visual -and sometimes
physical- game of connections turns
the intervention into an interesting
sequence of spaces that are waiting to
be discovered.
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Figure 77. Physical and visual connections that can be established in the intervention.
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“The action and the space are
indivisible [...]. The two form a unit, a
pattern of events in space.”
(Alexander, 1979)

Intervention
FROM
A
TRADITIONAL
INDUSTRY TO AN INTERACTIVE
PLACE OF PRODUCTION
As it has been shown in the historical
research chapter, Eindhoven has
always had a commercial character
as a city where people gathered to
make transactions of goods. Thus,
this factor has been one of the main
driving forces of the municipality. On
the other hand, Campina was built to
produce goods but the trade function
was never made to the public.
For the intervention, there was a desire
of keeping the complex as a productive
place from the beginning. But what
could fit the character of the city?
Nowadays, Eindhoven is an industrial
city focused on the development of
technology and design. For that reason,
Campina terrain will accommodate
the space for an industry that escapes
from the formal productive place and
turns it into a contemporary place of
production where interaction is an

essential constituent of the site.
Generally, the concept “traditional
industry” means that the building or
complex of buildings draw the linear
economy scheme. The transformation
of one initial product -or raw materialinto another one is the purpose of
this type of program. But this type of
production chain lacks of interaction
with the society in which it is part of
and its only objective is produce to
obtain an economical reward. And
these characteristics affect the way the
architecture suffers the consequences,
creating a disconnection between
their site and the context that they are
part of.
For this reason, the place of production
needs to evolve into a contemporary
place of production that interacts with
the context and its society, closing the
cycle of economy and transforming
its line into a circle where all the
process is carried out in the same site.
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Furthermore, the circular economy
reduces input and waste, emission
and energy, achieved by long-lasting
designs that can later on be repaired
or recycled. In appendix IV there
are drawings
and images of the
S
development of the industry in terms
of architectural typology to obtain
more information about the evolution
of the industry from an architectural
point of view.

MR = material reception
P = production
S = sale

MR

P

S

Traditional factory

MR

S

P

Contemporary place of production

Figure 78. Linear economy (top) against
circular economy (bottom).

However, there are certain indicators
of success that build the character a
productive place. Firstly, people that
activate the economy and originate
a sense of community and culture
are a key factor for a prolific site.
For that reason, there is a need for
an economic activity that comes
from hubs of activity. By definition,
a productive place is a place that
produces something but In this case,
it is producing economic value and
community vitality and it needs to
have enough consistent economic
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activity to sustain its infrastructure.
Then, diversity of offerings, not
focusing on a specific group of
people helps to build a strong site.
And lastly, walkability, which means
making the place not only accessible
but also comfortable to walk around
(Quednau, 2016). All these factors
relate to each other, people will not be
present if there is no activity pulling
them to the place. If citizens feel part
of this community, it is mainly because
they are able to participate in any way
in the place, walk safely around it and
enjoy the space. But the economic
activity will only be successful if it
caters to a diverse group and offers
diverse opportunities.
The goal is to transform a secluded
area where only private entities
were allowed to access into an open
space where everyone is welcome.
This implies adding a new quality
to the character of the functional
building, which is a social function

where visitors are included. In this
way, Campina would change from a
traditional factory, where the business
consists on processing one product
into another, to an interactive industry
that connects the daily activity of
workers to the dynamism of the guests.
Therefore, the program is focused on
the entire process of production that
functions as it follows:
Material reception and classification:
material is unloaded from the trucks
and classified according to type, size
and use.
Design: different spaces accommodate
this function where designers test,
experiment with materials and work
on a final design of the product.
Production: Once the design is
definitive, the production chain starts.
In some cases, the product is part of a
series or a collection but, others, it is a
unique piece.
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Exhibition: as a display of the artwork,
the complex requires a space to exhibit
the different pieces. Some spaces are
more dynamic than others, changing
faster, which keeps the interest of the
place that is never the same.

Sale: in most cases, this would be the
last step of the chain, if the object is
not recycled later on. Unlike other
industries, the products are directly
being sold to the public.
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Figure 79. Circular process showing the different steps carried out in the factory.
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MATERIAL RECEPTION

RECYCLING

acquisition
material classification
storage

DESIGN

SALE

tech space

trading space

studio

pick-up point

meeting space

delivery

PRODUCTION

EXHIBITION

workshop
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formal production

gallery

ateliers

auditorium

Figure 80. Circular process showing the main functions carried out in the factory.
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Recycling: one of the most important
factors to close the circle of economy.
Reused objects can be taken back to
the complex so their materials can be
reused as a raw material or as pieces
for new objects.

As a complement to these main
functions, the factory incorporates
other uses that have a social character:
Education: a diversity of workshops
-some of them temporal, others
permanent- connect the knowledge

EDUCATION

LEISURE

temporal workshops

festivities

permanent workshops

recreation

library

experimental space

HOUSING

SERVICE

designers and craftsmen

restaurant

guests

café

permanent

afterwork

Figure 81. Complementary functions that are part of the terrain.
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of the industry with the interest of the
citizens or future designers.
Housing: an interesting combination
of the daily routine of the factory
with the daily domestic life helps to
incorporate spaces for interns, guest
artists or workers, solving the common
problem of finding an accommodation
near the workplace.
Leisure: as an opposite to the
production function, some spaces
are reserved for resting or setting the
workers’ mind off the intensity of the
work.
Service: a key factor to attract
people from other parts of the city is
letting them connect visually to the
workplace while they are having a
meal or some drinks. It also offers rest
for the workers.
All in all, the mix of functions activates
the place of production combining a

main functional purpose with other
social functions that make the citizens
feel invited to the site to participate
in the plan. The following page shows
an image of how this functions are
combined.
BUILDING THE URBAN LAYER
Enclosing the outdoors space
When approaching the intervention,
it was important to add a new layer
to the terrain, a new piece that could
speak about the sign of this period
of time, a contemporary layer. But in
order to do so, it is fundamental to
take the analysis of the factory into
account. The lack of interaction with
the exterior is not only a physical
boundary but also an impediment to
collaborate with the society and the
city in which the industrial complex
is located. Therefore, the urban layer
has to be designed carefully since it is
the in-between space that could bridge
the gap between buildings and public
domain.
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As it has been shown in previous
chapters, Campina is surrounded by
four different areas that have different
characters and, for that reason, each
one of them affect the boundaries of
the factory. In order to embed the
industrial complex in its context, the
different surroundings must have an
influence on the development of the
terrain. Pedestrian areas, such as the
water strip, contrast the busy ring road
whereas a more functional access takes
place in the southern street. Finally, a
route connects the surroundings with
the canal on the western limit of the
factory.
But after removing the former gate
that created the first boundary, the
terrain is open and any type of user is
welcome even though there is a lack of
a threshold, a transition space between
the outdoors space and the productive
place. In the former factory, the canteen
was the only place where workers could
gather during a break and exchange

thoughts. These conversations took
place in a moderately small room
inside a vast terrain and they were
also part of the process of production,
part of the routine. In the past, these
social encounters in the working
place have not been considered as an
important moment in the productive
schedule. But nowadays, these little
chats are considered a key piece of
the puzzle since ideas are constantly
being exchanged and with them, the
production can be developed and
improved.
Therefore, the implementation of
social spaces in the Campina terrain
is a requirement that complements
the working space. The social spaces
include not only rooms for meetings
or conferences, or an auditorium,
but also cafés, restaurants, afterwork
bars or exhibition halls that serve as
places of interaction. But these spaces
are not only meant to support the
workers’ actions inside the complex,
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Figure 82. Starting point of the urban intervention.
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they are also meant to invite people
from all around the city to have a new
experience in the industrial site.
After adding this contemporary layer,
there is a constant dialogue between
the old and the new all along the
terrain. Since the new is extracting the
old features of the existing structure,
it is clearly visible how the different
layers remain connected also in an
abstract way. This new spaces created
in volumes attached to the former
construction allow an experience
throughout the terrain in which
the outdoors space is constantly
witnessing a dialogue between the
different layers of time. In this way,
the architecture enhances the value
of the urban layer since there is also
an interaction between building and
public space. But what makes these
spaces more dynamic is the relation
with the surroundings, because each
one of them has a different proportion
and orientation and therefore, they
do not have a main focus point for

the industrial site, but a diversity of
them. Some of them are facing the
city center whereas others are oriented
towards the water line, the green area
in the south or the eastern side of the
neighborhood that approaches the
intersection between the canal and
the small Dommel river. Thus, there
is a high desire of being part of the
context.
In order to substitute the former gate
that created a boundary between the
terrain and the public space, a wall
has been placed around the complex.
This wall has been perforated in
several places so the terrain turns into
a permeable space that can be easily
penetrated, inviting people passing by
to enter. The wall helps to establish an
interesting game of visual relationships
all around the terrain. The in-between
space is designed in a way that not
everything can be contemplated at
once. There is always something new
around the corner, a new space to
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discover.
In the terrain, the outdoors space is
defined by different squares and streets
around the buildings. These streets are
designed as linkers between squares in
order to add dynamism to the site. The
squares have different characters and
functions: reference (1), meeting point
(2), rest (3) and temporal activities (4).
The outdoors space surrounded by
buildings is the witness of the dialogue
between the old and the new, always
placed against each other. These wide
streets overlap creating squares or
courtyards that turn into the nodes of
activity in the site.
Guiding principles
Since the purpose is letting people
wander around the terrain it is
important to have some guiding
principles that will lead the user
through the outdoors space, making
them curious and eager to discover
more and more. These principles

are architecture, nature and art (fig.
84). Firstly, architecture is the most
powerful tool in the site, it shows a
strong message reflecting the passage
of time. This constant interaction
between the old and the new creates a
path with no beginning and no end in
which the old buildings’ characteristics
are abstracted in order to incorporate
a new volume next to them, or upon
them. The old and the new remain
in contact. Secondly, green spaces
were placed in order to buffer the
noise originated in the eastern road,
making a transition and letting the
user know they are entering a different
atmosphere. On the other hand, trees
help to create a certain direction when
they are situated in a row. In this way,
wanderers are forced to walk a straight
line, being driven to another place.
Furthermore, when a couple of trees
are being placed in the terrain, it also
means it is a place to stay, rest and
experience the surroundings. Finally,
the art pieces inserted in the site are an
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Figure 83. Evolution of Campina from the original volumes until the intervention.
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expression of what is being produced
inside the buildings. They do not only
make a link inside-outside, but also
increase the interest of the user. Placed
in specific spots, visitors follow a free
route in which they discover a variety
of pieces of art around the terrain.
The character of the terrain
In order to keep the urban space as
an active place that can adapt to the
necessities of the site and the city,
the squares and streets needed to be
defined.

X
X

X
X
X

Figure 84. Guiding principles in the terrain:
architecture, green and art.

Some of them primarily have a
temporal character whereas others
have a more static identity. There are
two squares closer to the canal and
other two in the southern side of the
terrain. The ones located near the water
strip have a more specific meaning.
Due to their size and proportions, the
smaller one -A- serves the purpose
of being a reference point through
the sculpture placed in the middle of
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it. It lets people see from the outside
that there is something happening at
the other side of the wall and inside
the buildings. This involves the sense
of vision and touch in the experience
of the user, including the movement
caused by this interest (fig. 86.A).
The other one -B- is used as a meeting
point since it is near the pedestrian area
of the canal zone and is meant to be
an introduction of the journey. Unlike

the previous one, this spot requires
a pause, the lack of movement that
makes the user consider the options
that are available, the directions that
can be taken around the terrain in
order to keep exploring the outdoors
space or to enter the building that is
located right in front of the square.
The character of the furniture suggests
this, since the benches are placed one
next to the other in a way that the
people sitting there are not establishing

D
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Figure 85. Character of the urban space.
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Figure 86. Character of the squares located in the northern side of the terrain and experience
involved.
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Figure 87. Character of the squares located in the southern side of the terrain and experience
involved.
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visual contact so the conversation is
not forced to emerge. In addition, the
placement of the trees indicate that
something singular is happening in
this space (fig. 86.B).
active routing:
in-between space
with a clear direction
and character

constant interaction:
reflection of what
happens inside the
surrounding buildings

dynamism
enclosure

observation
movement

observation
wait

observation
connection

observation
movement

interdependence

reference

observation
movement

Moreover the other two squares,
unlike the first ones, are enclosed
by buildings and they have different
features. On the eastern limit, the
open space has several elements that
indicate the static character of the
place. The water makes a reference to
the context, to the canal, and it also
expresses calm, relaxation. And that
is why it is a place to stop, sit on the
benches, watch the leaves of the trees
being moved by the wind and the life
of the buildings that surround the area
(fig. 87.C). In this case, the benches
are placed against each other, which
leads to an easy interaction between
people and the sculpture emerging
from the water reflects the uniqueness
of the place.

stay
enclosure

controlled visibility

Figure 88. Character of the urban space.
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Ultimately, the remaining square is
an open field for outdoors exhibitions
and other temporalities. And that is
why the space is limited by benches,
emphasizing the inward character of
the square and focusing the attention
to the center (fig. 87.D). In this spot,
the user is instinctively observing,
which causes an increase of curiosity
that will be slowly disappearing
through the movement, vision and
touch. to the center.
The design of the urban space has
been worked on from the perspective
of the user. After analyzing the
existing situation, there were some
positive aspects that needed to be
maintained such as the imageability
of the place that makes it recognizable
and memorable, the transparency of
the buildings from which the activity
inside could be perceived from
outside and the legibility of the terrain
that made it easily understood. But, on
the other hand, there were still some

characteristics that were meant to be
strengthened through the intervention.
These are: a certain complexity that
makes the space visually rich, size and
proportions that take into account
the human scale, physical and visual
connections that unify the terrain and
coherence that creates a visual order
and complements the character and
arrangement of physical elements
(Ewing, R. & Handy, S., 2009).
In summary, the character of the urban
setting is constantly interacting with
the identity of the architecture around
it. Not only their function is related
to the activities carried out inside

factory

soci
social
space

terrain

publi
public
domain

Figure 89. Transition in the narrative from
the starting point (right) until the end (left).
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the buildings, but also the nature of
the interior and exterior atmospheres
are connected. At the same time, the
essence of the public space establishes
a strong link outside-inside. The streets
invite the user to move into a certain
direction towards the open squares,
but always playing with the visibility
and perception of the buildings around
them. But once the public areas are
defined, it is important to remember
that establishing a transition between
spaces is one of the key aspects of the
intervention. Each atmosphere has

a different program with a diversity
of architectural features and, for that
reason, each space has its own identity.
The challenge is breaking the current
boundary between factory and public
space and link these spaces not only
visually but also physically. In this
way, the narrative starts in the public
domain and ends inside the factory
(fig. 89).

Figure 90. Entrance to the terrain from the Canal zone where the boulevard gathers many
different activities.
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ARCHITECTURE: THEN AND
NOW
The main challenge of the intervention
lies in the connection between the old
and the new. It is important to keep
the sign of the different times and to
incorporate a new layer that can be
distinguished from the previous ones.

Figure 91. Principles of material
stratification (top) and spatial stratification
(bottom) used by Carlo Scarpa shown in
floorplan schemes.

References
In the following lines, some references
that have been taken into account will
be briefly shown.
Firstly, the architecture of Carlo Scarpa
uses as a main tool the principle of
stratification or layering (fig. 92). In
order to create a space and imagine an
atmosphere that is able to link tradition
and the past with the present. The
visibility of layers applied at different
periods of time shows the development
of the buildings (Schultz, 2007). Thus,
through the superposition of layers,
Scarpa achieves a material overlap that
creates a connection between different

Figure 92. Principles of material
stratification applied to different elements
used by Carlo Scarpa.
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periods of time. Furthermore, the
spatial layering defines the space
between layers increasing, in this way,
the depth of the place.
An example of this concepts can be
seen in Verona, shows how the contact
between the old and the new establishes
a constant dialogue that resonates with
the site. Carlo Scarpa’s Castelvecchio
creates an interdependence between
the old and the new that lets the user
think that one no longer exists without
the other (fig. 93).

Figure 93. A clear distinction shown
between the old and the new strengthens
the richness of the space in Castelvecchio,
Verona.

Additionally, in the transformation
of Saint Agnes’ church carried out
by Brandlhuber the light is used as a
reminder for the new that the existing
structure has allowed the space to
embed the posterior elements (fig. 96).
This creates an interesting relationship
in which none of them is touching the
other. And like the previous example,
new layers are being used to overlap the
old structure but both are still visible

Figure 94. Scarpa’s connection between the
old and the new is created through layers
that overlap the existing construction.
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creating an interesting combination
(fig. 97). It is clearly visible how in
some areas, the elements are touching
each other by agglomeration and,
in others, these elements keep a gap
in between. And that is also part of
the experience, the perception of the
space and the explicit link -or lack of
it- between different pieces.
Lastly, RCR’s intervention in Olot
creates a multidisciplinary space
where their office is also located. In it,
the space is layered in order to impose
the new over the old, but letting both
be visible and equally important. The
new layers accommodate the new
function of the building, but always

Figure 95. Connection between elements:
agglomeration (top) and distance (bottom).

Figure 96. Light as a dividing element
between the old and the new.

Figure 97. Material layering applied to
highlight the contrast between the old and
the new.
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surrounded by the existing structure
(fig. 99). Thus, new materials frame
the view highlighting what can be
contemplated. In this way, the void
is no longer the absence of the wall,
but a window towards the inside (fig.
100). This connection between the old
and the new is quite explicit due to the
contrast in materiality, chromatism
and texture.
Figure 99. The stratification of materials
accommodates new functions in the space.

Figure 98. Highlighting the opening, there
is an emphasis on the view.

Figure 100. The opening as an abstract tool
to show the depth of the place. It creates a
window to the interior.
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After studying these references, there
was a desire for establishing a strong
relationship between the existing and
the new. Therefore, the characteristics
of the former factory have been
abstracted in order to create a new
space attached to them that could
maintain a dialogue with the old. But
apart from connecting the buildings
through the program, there is a need
to link these layers of time and create
a path that is able to tell a story in
which the old and the new require one
another.
Scheme of spatial relations
In order to develop the buildings that
are currently standing in the terrain
through the addition of constructions
attached to the actual ones, it is essential
to take the research framework into
account. As it has been explained at the
beginning of this report, the challenge
lies in articulating the old and the new
through a narrative that not only takes
the perception of the user into account

but also accessibility and visibility.
Therefore, this will define the character
of the new industrial complex.
Relation context-site:
The first boundary found in the
complex was the fence that divided the
public and the private space. This fence
could have been removed in order to
destroy this boundary but, instead, it
has been seen as an opportunity to
establish a game between these two
atmospheres. It is fundamental that
the user explores the space, finding
something new around the corner. For
that reason, the delayed meeting has
been applied to the site. It is already
visible when approaching the terrain
that the wall around it establishes this
game with the visuals (fig. 101). The
entire complex cannot be seen at once.
Therefore, there is a transition between
the public domain and the terrain.
This wall shows its multifunctionality
since ir defines the terrain enclosing it,
works as an identifier of the place and
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focus line

horizon line

Figure 101. The delayed meeting principle establishes a game of visuals in which the user can
always find something new around the corner. This principle has been applied to the walls
around the complex.
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as a “face” to the world.
But once the user is already wandering
around the terrain, the outdoors area
of the complex, how is the relation
between the urban layer and the
architecture around it?
Relation exterior-interior:
The relation between the exterior
and interior of the buildings can be
conceptualized through the façade,
since it is the common denominator
that serves as a dividing element. The
original construction of the factory
presented a high level of transparency
in its façades, even though the
distance from the fence did not allow
pedestrians to get a glimpse of what
was happening inside the buildings.
The essence of the intervention
allows visitors and users feel invited
to wander around the terrain. But,
for that purpose, it is necessary to
attract them, keep them interested.

A powerful visual permeability
accomplishes this goal, playing with
the visual relation between inside and
outside, enjoying the game of the wall
and the void. What the building shows
to the outside space is fundamental
to play with the mobility of the user.
When the feeling of curiosity arises,
the user becomes more active and,
in this way, can be part of the actions
carried out inside. Each building has
a different level of activity, changing
from very dynamic actions to more
static ones.
Transparency allows visibility of
different spaces at the same time,
which creates a connection between
them. This is a key factor since the
visibility from the outdoors space can
make people observe the actions that
are taking place on the other side of
the wall and that makes the observer a
part of these actions somehow.
The character of each building
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Figure 102. Four squares -different in size, proportion and character- remain connected
through streets that have a diversity of guiding principles.

Figure 103. Four squares -different in size, proportion and character- remain connected
through streets that have a diversity of guiding principles.
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Figure 104. The façades interact with the outdoors space creating an inside-outside relationship
all along the terrain.

Figure 105. The façades interact with the outdoors space creating an inside-outside relationship
all along the terrain.
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defines the level of transparency
in its façade, which illustrates the
expression of a dynamic system. The
window, or absence of wall, frames
the view towards the inside or the
outside space, reflecting its duality
since it belongs equally to both parts
of the wall. Furthermore, if there is
a transitional space, the user will be
psychologically half way between
indoors and outdoors.
Relation between destinations:
Inside the buildings, the experience
through the spaces will define their
identity in a way that the specificity of
their relations is a key point. Therefore,
the scenography or performance of the
user through the building will build
up the character of the place.
As a consequence of the connection
between the production place and
the social space in most buildings,
both atmospheres remain in contact
through the plane of the former

social

functional

union or boundary?

new face

Figure 106. The attachment of a new
volume to the existing structure creates a
line of tension in-between.
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façade. The tension between the
two worlds turns into a place for
contemplation and interaction. All
in all, it is a delicate line that has to
be highlighted. But the nature of this
attachment lies in the abstraction of
the existing structure, since the result
of this process will affect the new
construction that has been added to it.
Intervention
Even though the existing structure
of the factory originates an open
space perforated by columns, for the
intervention the columns turn into
walls -or sequence of columns- that
establish an order in the circulation
system as well as controlling the
views. In this way, the concept of the
delayed meeting has not only been
applied to the urban layer, but also to
the buildings. The visual and spatial
richness of the place will be shown
slowly, turning again the user into the
character of a explorer.

old

2

1

new

4

3

Figure 107. Transition in the spatial
configuration from the old (columns) to
the new (wall).

1

2
1
3

Figure 108. Sightlines and possibilities
depending on the configuration of the
space.
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Nevertheless, the combination of
different layers of time in the site has
been kept very visible, each one of
them with its own characteristics not
only in terms of materiality but also in
spatial configuration. Thus, the open
plan created by the columns in the
former factory has been respected as
it makes reference to the functionality
of the building. But the new spaces
have turned the columns into walls
in order to control the visual and
physical connections. In the terrain,
the volumes accommodate different
functions but they all depend on
the rest to operate as a group (fig.
109). In the following pages, the

5

development of each building will
be illustrated. They will be explained
according to the research framework:
connection old-new (stratification,
materialization and expression) and
narrative (visibility, accessibility and
phenomenology).
Firstly, the final design of the main
buildings will be shown separately,
even though they have common
principles. And then, more detail will
be shown for three of them to see how
they interact with each other. The
original plans of every building can be
found in appendix I.

4
3

1
2
6

Figure 109. Codependence between buildings.
1-office & canteen, 2-design, 3-production, 4-exhibition, 5-store & apartments, 6-restaurant.
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brickwork

steel

steel panels

Figure 111. Original color palette applied
to the former factory

Figure 112. Abstraction of the existing color
palette, transformed into contemporary
tonalities.
polished concrete precast concrete

ceramic tiles

linoleum

ceramic tiles

in-situ concrete

concrete tiles

glass

Figure 110. Materiality visible in the terrain.

But first of all, there are certain
characteristics that can be generalized
since they have been applied to the
terrain and its buildings. Materiality
has been kept somewhat crude, with
an industrial look. The abstraction of
materialization and color has forced
the original textures and tonalities
to evolve to others that have been
considered more contemporary. For
instance, in-situ concrete found in the
original structure has been abstracted
to blocks of precast concrete that have
been placed in the new construction
(fig. 110). This abstraction expresses
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the spirit of the current time and the
efficiency that is so desired during
the construction process in order to
achieve and economic solution.
Although the natural color of the
materials create a sober space, it is
meant to be like that. Life and color
are seen through the actions that are
being carried out inside of them and
that is why these spaces are so dynamic
and changeable, their character partly

depends on the activities developed in
a specific period of time.
It is also important to pay attention
to the attachment of the volumes and
how this connection is made (fig. 113).
Depending on this connection, the
volumes will show a certain position
in the overall hierarchy. What is this
attachment trying to express? Equality,
superiority, inferiority in relation to
the volume they are attached to?

Figure 113. Possibilities of the connection between volumes.
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The main buildings that have been
further developed in the following
lines are: design -ice cream factory-,
production -milk factory-, exhibition
-warehouse- and store and housing
-loading docks-.
Design building - former ice cream
factory

In the functioning of the complex,
the first steps are made in the design
building where the development of
ideas is the main part of the program.
This type of activity is the foundation
of the building process and it is the
most private step. For that reason, the
former ice cream factory structure is
not as exposed to the outside as the
rest of the buildings in the complex.
The function is essentially based on

the exchange and elaboration of ideas
so the atmosphere is somewhat calm
and static.
The existing volume adopts the design
functions in which different areas can
be found. For instance, a prototype
workshop used for testing and
experimenting with materials or the
atelier zone in which each worker has
a space to work on. The most public
functions are placed on the ground
floor whereas the most private ones are
placed on the first floor. On the other
hand, the new volume shelters a space
for exhibitions, and social spaces that
are used to connect with other people
and exchange thoughts or simply rest.
Connection old-new
The original structure of this buildings
shows a certain contrast between the
interior and the skin. Whereas the
indoors space is created by a grid of
columns that allow the free functional
space, the façade just establishes
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façade that is highlighted by the
introduction of natural light with a
skylight placed in the roof. Even if the
old and the new are in physical contact,
there is a spatial gap between them
exclusively visible inside the building
that emphasizes the importance of
both volumes.
Figure 114. Northern (top) and eastern
(bottom) façade of the original ice cream
factory.

a connection between inside and
outside in certain areas. In this way,
the expression of the façade show
a wall perforated in specific places
with big windows. The northern and
southern façades have a great amount
of openings, even though the other two
façades have a higher level of privacy
generating less amount of windows.
The connection between the old and
the new has been made through
the attachment of a new volume to
the southern façade. Therefore, the
original façade turns into an interior

This union has been kept visible, each
volume has its own principles and
spatial configuration. There is a clear
transition between the grid drawn with
columns in the former factory and the
placement of walls in the new space.
The walls are seen as an evolution of
the columns in which the columns are
placed together and this sequence of
columns is seen as a wall.
Due to the duality between function
and form, the new volume increases
the privacy of the spaces. These walls
create boxes that are visible from
outside, establishing a game of visuals
between the interior and exterior. The
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Figure 115. Elevations (from top to bottom): north, south, west, east. Design building former ice cream factory.
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Figure 116. Ground floor. Design building - former ice cream factory.
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Figure 117. First floor. Design building - former ice cream factory.
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Figure 118. Visual connections inside-outside due to the transparency shown.

Figure 119. Accessibility and vertical communication systems.

Figure 120. Circulation through the building as a consequence of the spatial configuration.
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wall principle forces the user to wander
around the building to discover the
different spaces.
Narrative
As a consequence of the spatial
configuration of the building, there is a
connection between the exterior world
and the body of the user. The senses
get activated while feet are moving to
go all over the building. Architecture
articulates the experience of being in
the world. But the desire of the user to
explore the spaces is not the only factor
that keeps the body activated, there
are specific architectural elements that
make the user conscious of her/his
sense of position.
For instance, the stairs attached to
the inner façade are designed in a
way that it forced the user to pay
attention to it and the environment
(fig. 121). Combining flat floors
with small concentrations of daring
movement, makes people move with

Figure 121. The tectonic design of the stairs
makes the user conscious of the movements
and position.
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Figure 122. The spatial hierarchy shows an inward character, the spaces on the sides are
subordinated to the main central space.

Figure 123. Visual connections established inside the building as a consequence of the spatial
configuration.
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ease yet return to their bodies in
manoeuvres that can reach high-wire
intensity (Plummer, 2016). Materiality
plays an important role in this, since
the combination of concrete and
steel react differently to the strength
applied by the user’s steps and also
offers a different sensation. Whereas
concrete is quite a solid material, steel
produces a sound that contrasts the
effect of the first material. Therefore,
the movement of the feet remain
linked to the auditory system.
In this way, circulation through the
building is an important factor that has
been studied. Flatness of floors is ideal
for machines and people that move
like machines, giving a great sense
of functionality. But these platforms,
even when they seem simple, are
able to create a rich spatial hierarchy
that offers visual connections with
the environment (fig. 123). Thus,
visibility is also a fundamental part
of the intervention. While the former

Figure 124. Inner façade turned into a place
for contemplation.
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factory connects the different areas
visually, the social space is imagined
as a place of contemplation of the
workspace (fig. 124), which creates a
strong visual connection between the
social space where the seat is placed
and the production area on the other
side of the window. This offers depth
to the built environment in a way that
not only inside and outside are linked

but also the zones inside. This depth is
seen through different layers that can
be observed depending on the desire
of the user. For instance, if someone
stand in front of the southern façade,
the social space can be seen and also
the working space behind it and
possibly the exhibition behind it.

Figure 125. A contrast in spatial configuration creates a combination of scenes with different
characters that take place simultaneously inside the building.
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Figure 126. Southern façade of the design building shows the strength of the wall, rhythm
and depth.
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Figure 127. Dialogue between the old and the new. Entrance to the design building from the
eastern limit of the terrain.
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Figure 128. The interior of the building establishes a connection between the old and the new
through the visual relations.
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Production building - former milk
factory

Once the design process is finished,
the product must be built. Therefore,
the production building shelters a
dynamic function in which there is a
lot of activity and movement in order
to build the final object. In contrast
to the previous building, this one is
more exposed and the main function
of the complex is revealed through the
openings in the façade. The privacy in
this building in relation to the function
is seen from a different perspective.
Even if the indoors activities are being
completely exposed, it is important to
take into account the danger that the
use of machines implies. Therefore,
the building can be seen as a glass

box in which delicate activities are
carried out. And as well as the design
building, the most private functions
like limited edition objects or research
area are located in the upper floors.
Connection old-new
The former milk factory can be
considered an honest construction
since the interior structure is also
expressed in the façade. Therefore,
there is no difference between what is
found inside and what is seen outside
the building. The grid of columns
that makes the open space possible

Figure 129. Southern (top) and western
(bottom) façade of the original milk factory.
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Figure 130. Elevations (from top to bottom): north, south, west, east. Production building former milk factory.
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Figure 131. Ground floor. Production building - former milk factory.
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Figure 132. First floor. Production building - former milk factory.
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inside draws the composition lines
in the façade, creating big openings
in which massive windows are placed
(fig. 129). These windows allowed
the introduction of natural light to
the building in order to generate a
pleasant work environment.
As it has been mentioned, the building’s
façade is designed with a grid of
columns and big openings in between.
This makes the former milk factory
the most homogeneous building of
the terrain. Its four façades present
the same image and composition
which was the starting point for the
intervention. The development of
this building attaches a volume to the
existing factory in order to create a
clear direction and show a new face to
the surrounding environment. Thus,
the contemporary layer formulates an
interesting contrast with the existing
ones since the transparency of the
former factory is emphasized by the
closed façade and vice versa.

Figure 133. The design of the precast
concrete blocks create the openings in the
new façade.
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Figure 134. Visual connections inside-outside due to the transparency shown.

Figure 135. Accessibility and vertical communication systems.

Figure 136. Circulation through the building as a consequence of the spatial configuration.
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Figure 137. There is a constant dialogue between the existing and the new, between the
production space and the social space.
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The materialization of this new volume
consists of precast concrete blocks that
add some dynamism to the façade and
establishes a dialogue with the insitu concrete of the existing building
attached to it. In this way, the openings
in the façade are deliberately shaped
in the same size and proportion as
the blocks (fig. 133). Even if the old
and the new have applied the same
material, each one of them has its own
expression that talks about the period
of time they were implemented.
Currently, prefabrication offers the
chance to reduce a lot of time during
the construction process and this
reveals the efficiency that is so desired
nowadays.

allows the conception of a space where
users need to move around the built
environment in order to discover the
different atmospheres (fig. 138). But
unlike the design building, the walls
that generate these defined boxes seen
in the plan are left inside, not being
explicitly shown in the façade.

Narrative
The spatial configuration also plays
with the senses of the users, their
perception. For that reason, the
delayed meeting has been applied to
the interior design of the buildings.
The transition from columns to walls

Like in the previous building, the
connection between different layers
of time is visible outside and inside
the building. But in this case, both
volumes create a visual impression of
not being physically touching. This is
made by creating the link in a plane

Consequently, the circulation and
experience through the building also
differ from the first construction. The
perimeter movement around the new
volume contrasts the free movement
in the production space. In such a
way, the perception of the user has
been taken into account to develop the
intervention.
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Figure 138. Conceptual scheme of the delayed meeting principle, where the user is guided by
the configuration of the space and curiosity.
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situated behind the plane of the façade
and depending on where the user is
placed, this union will be perceptible
or not (fig. 139). Furthermore, the
gap created as a consequence of this
design decision not only allows people
to get closer to the activities carried
out inside, but it also provokes the
reflection of light in the production
area through the blind wall of the
new volume which highlights the
expression of its materialization.
Every detail counts, and even the
way the door is opening affects the
experience of the user in the building
(fig. 140). Most of the openings
force the user to touch the door and
establish a tactile contact with the
physical elements, which makes the
body create a memory or reference.
For instance, in the southern façade of
the new volume the opening connects
the interior with the public square
and the decision of making is a pivot
door allows the user to flow with its

old

new

old

new

old

new

Figure 139. Visual effect caused by the gap
that links the old and the new.
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movement. In this way, there is no
need to pause and the mind gets a
feeling of ease while carrying out the
action. Furthermore, light has played
an essential role in this matter. It is
the element that unifies the old and
the new (fig. 148). The brightness
caused by this natural element in
some spaces and the lack of it in some
others creates a powerful duality in
the production building. While the
production area is highly illuminated,
the amount of natural light in the
new social spaces has been reduced in
order to emphasize the old structure
and activate the senses of the user.
Taking everything into consideration,
the former milk factory accommodates
the most dynamic function of
the design hub, in which the user
experiences many different activities
and boosts the movement of the body
through the building and the vision.

pivot door:
no pause
tactile contact

swinging
door:
no pause
tactile contact

sliding
door:
pause
no contact

Figure 140. The experience of the user is
affected by the functioning of the openings.
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Figure 141. The pivot door allows the user to flow with the movement of the opening.
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Figure 142. The spatial hierarchy shows an inward character, the spaces on the sides are
subordinated to the main central space.

Figure 143. Visual connections established inside the building as a consequence of the spatial
configuration.
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Figure 144. The materialization of the new volume highlight the old building and vice versa.
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Figure 145. Transparency and direction created by the new volume allows to generate a great
sense of depth that connects the new with the old.
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Figure 146. Inside the former milk factory, the design hub shelters many different production
processes.
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Figure 147. The auditorium, located in the ground floor, allows visibility to the outside space
and inside the production place.
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Figure 148. The connection between both volumes is emphasized by space and light.
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Exhibition
warehouse

building

-

former

After the products are built, some of
them get selected and taken to the
exhibition building in order to show
them to the public. This generates a
great dynamism inside since objects
keep being reorganized and replaced
for new ones so it also means a strong
point of attraction for citizens. In
order to make it stimulating, there are
different exhibitions going on at the
same time.
Firstly, pieces of materials that are
being used for the production process
in that period of time are shown
through the openings of the façade,
whereas the rest of the building creates
space for two other types of exhibition:

the main display and an exhibition
of small objects. These are placed in
different types of spaces that will be
shown in the following pages.
But this structure does not only shelter
the exhibition, but it is also meant to
be the logistic center of the complex.
In it, materials are collected, organized
and distributed to different areas of
the terrain and final products are
dispatched to different destinations
outside the complex. That is why
this building presents an interesting
multifunctionality that is revealed
through its spatial configuration.
Connection old-new
As the original function of the building
was a place to store products, materials
and vehicles, the structure presents
an inward character. Thus, there was
no interaction with the surroundings
and as a consequence of this and the
desire of having natural light inside,
the openings were made higher than
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a person’s sightline. The construction
is supported by a grid of columns
that could create an open space for
trucks, cars and storage in general.
These columns are visible in the façade
which creates a link between what
happens inside the building and what
is seen outside.
However, the challenge lied in
neglecting these facts and create a
place that people could enjoy and
visibility plays an important role
in this. When someone sees a bit of
the activities carried out inside the
building, imagination starts working
and the curiosity of exploring the
place and seeing more turns into a
pending task.

1

2

3

4

For that reason, the existing roof
has been extended in order to create
a shelter that could connect the
public space with the building (fig.
149.2). But the flatness of the original
structure made the building disappear

Figure 149. Intervention in the former
warehouse in which the new is embedded
in the old.
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Figure 151. Exhibition:
third floor.

Figure 152. Exhibition:
type floor.
Figure 150. Exhibition: ground floor.
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Figure 153. Elevations (from top to bottom): east, north, south, west. Exhibition building former warehouse.
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Figure 154. Visual connections insideoutside due to the transparency shown.

Figure 155. Accessibility from the terrain
(eastern limit) and truck access (western
limit).

Figure 156. Circulation through the
building as a consequence of the spatial
configuration - main exhibition route.

Figure 157. Circulation through the
building as a consequence of the spatial
configuration - small objects exhibition
route.
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in the highline of the terrain so a more
vertical volume was added to solve this
and to establish a dialogue between
the old and the new (fig. 149.3).
Furthermore, it was necessary to bring
more natural light inside the building.
Consequently, a piece of the existing
volume was subtracted, creating a
patio that establishes an interesting
relation between inside and outside
(fig. 149.4).
Narrative
The access to the exhibition is made
through the eastern façade, once the
user is already wandering around
the terrain whereas the access for the
trucks is made through the western
side of the building (fig. 155).
The way the spaces work altogether is
also seen through the routing and how
the user moves through the building.
Just like the rest of the buildings, there
is no beginning and no end, there is
always a choice and that is why the

1

2

3

Figure 158. Circulation options inside and
outside the exhibition building.
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circulation offers diverse options.
In such manner, the exhibition can be
summarized in three different phases.
Firstly, the glass fragments in the
façade work as a point of attraction
for visitors. In this area, the materials
used for the production of art pieces
in the terrain are being shown, so
these areas function as a showcase.
This would attract people and make
them want to discover more inside
(fig. 158.1). Once the visitor is inside
the building, there are two options:
the first one illustrates the exhibition
of small objects, placed in rooms that
can be found in a sequence along the
same line (fig. 158.2) and the second
one is the central area is where the
main exhibition takes place. This big
area created by a grid of columns
offers a great free space but the
exhibition requires the addition of
non-structural walls that can organize
the space. Thus, the walls are able to
divide the space in different sectors

private area

public area

Figure 159. Patio as a connection between
the public and private areas of the building.
Transparency and translucence of the walls
establish interesting relations between both
zones.
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and avoid that the visitor gets too
much information at once (fig. 158.3).
At the same time, the patio divides
the public area and the most private
one reserved for logistics. But even
if it seems like these two areas are
completely disconnected from each
other, this courtyard acts as an inbetween space where both atmospheres
interact through translucent walls.
From the exhibition space, the visitor
can see shades moving at the other
side of the patio where vehicles enter
and leave the building and workers

load and unload the products.
Some fragments of the brick wall
façade have been replaced by glass not
only to connect the spaces indoors
and outdoors visually but also to
introduce natural light in the building.
New volume generates connection to
the context due to its transparency
and the spaces designed to observe
the landscape such as a terrace in the
highest floor (fig. 160). Overall, it is a
vivid flowing space in which the user is
surrounded by changeable objects and
receiving a lot of different information
that affects the sensory system.

Figure 160. Elevations (from top to bottom): north, south, west, east. Exhibition building former warehouse.
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Store & apartments building - former
loading docks

The last step in the design center is
the sale of the products that have been
built there from scratch. challenge lies
in turning the building designed for
trucks to a building in which the most
important element is the user and her/
his relation to the production site.
In this construction, the structure
creates a promenade that exhibits
the products for sale, organized
from sculptural pieces, to furniture
and small objects. These final design
elements are the result of the process
in which the material is introduced in
the site and it continues being shaped
-mentally and then physically- until it

is ready to leave the terrain.
Furthermore, diverse floors shelter
the apartments on top of this store.
As a complement to the production
function, there is an area in the terrain
reserved for housing so interns can
live there for a short period of time,
workers or just citizens that would like
to live in an industrial environment
that expresses the character of the city.
Connection old-new
Due to the original function of the
building, the structure is formed by
a spacious grid of columns so trucks
could move easily through the area.
This structure is not shown in the
façade, since it works as a skin that
protects the interior. There is no
relation between the elements that can
be found inside and what is seen from
outside.
In this case, the new layer is placed
on top of the existing one and, in
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Figure 161. Housing: type floor.

Figure 162. Store: ground floor.
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Figure 163. Store & apartments: elevations
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that way, the relation between old
and new is created building upon the
existing structure. But like the rest of
the buildings, columns are turned into
walls that draw a clear direction and
organize the space. The loading docks
entrance -southern façade- is the
starting point of this direction that is
continued in the upper floors.

industrial look. On the other hand,
the apartments are explicitly showing
the concrete structure without any
other covering material. This duality
strengthens the image of the building
making clear the stratification of
layers of time and offering a unique
character in the terrain.

The same structure can be seen in
both layers of time and even if they
present the same angle, the direction
is different between the old and the
new. Whereas the ground floor walls
in the southern limit of the terrain are
facing the southeastern side, the ones
above in the apartments are facing the
southwestern side.
But even if the structure is able to
connect the existing and the new, both
are materialized in a different way.
The existing skin has a main structure
made out of concrete but it is covered
by steel panels that offer a more

Figure 164. Direction changes from ground
(bottom) floor to the upper floors (top).
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Figure 165. Visual relations inside-outside. Interaction with the surroundings.

Figure 166. Accessibility in the building is located on both sides.

Figure 167. Circulation through the building as a consequence of the spatial configuration exposition of the products for sale.
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Figure 168. Current situation of the southern façade of the loading docks (left) and the
intervention (right) transforms the visibility of the user.

Narrative
In order to access the store, it is
necessary to enter the terrain since
there is only possible to enter through
the northern façade (fig. 166). This
forces the user to get a glimpse of what
is happening around the area, inside
other buildings so it may make her/
him stay a bit longer and walk through
the terrain.
As it has been mentioned in the

previous lines, the access to this
building originally expressed a clear
direction. But the current state of
the southern façade of the loading
docks blocks the interaction insideoutside since there is no visibility
between both atmospheres. The
intervention replaces the opaque
doors for window stores that allow
visibility inside-outside. From the
street, this means a point of attraction
for pedestrians that get curious and
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Figure 169. Duality between the ground floor (store) and the upper floors (apartment) is
connected through the structure.
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Figure 170. Different levels of privacy visible in the building: from 0 - public domain to 4 private apartment.
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Figure 171. Direction changes from ground floor to the upper floors.

approach these openings to see what
is on the other side of the glass, where
the products are being exhibited (fig.
168). Direction generates balconies
in the apartment area, establishing a
connection between the private zone
and the surroundings. Thus, building
and context remain linked (fig. 169).
Moreover, the building creates a
spatial sequence from public -terrain
or public domain- to the most private
area -apartments- (fig. 170). This
allows the user to take some time
and make a transition between both

atmospheres. In the common areas
there are some spaces reserved for
interaction, so tenants can gather
and exchange thoughts, just like
what happens in the working zones
of the terrain. There is a connection
between these spaces that is especially
perceptible through the routing. All
these factors make the experience of
living in a working environment very
intense and it makes people feel the
atmosphere of the other buildings
around them and connect with the
context at the same time.
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Figure 172. The façade reflects the connection between the existing and the old and emphasizes
the direction that is also perceptible inside.
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Figure 173. The angle seen in the façade is also visible through the structure of the hallway
and it is emphasized by the light coming from the skylights. Some areas are designed for
interaction between people and connection with the surroundings.
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Figure 174. Inside the apartments, tenants can transform the space and make it their own.
The direction is still perceptible inside them and it highlights the view towards the green area
in the south.
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Interaction between buildings
Once the buildings have been shown
and explained, it is essential to see
how they interact with each other. For
that matter, the design, production
and store & apartments buildings have
been selected.
As it has been mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter, the
materialization of the buildings is
already making a link between them
and it helps to see them as a family of
buildings that have common features.
The program connects all the
different buildings creating a chain
of production from beginning to end
so it generates a circular economy.
But the buildings are also meant to
be connected in a more abstract way.
For instance, the exit of the design
building is a few meters away from the
entrance of the production building,
connected through the outdoors space
in a straight line (fig. 175). In this way,

the routing connects all the buildings
found in the terrain.
Not only the circulation takes this
connection into account, but also
the sightlines establish controlled
links between buildings due to the
transparency they present in the
façades. Therefore, the user can
experience and see what is happening
around and read the functioning of
the complex easily. And even if the
movement of feet and vision have
been the main senses that have been
studied, it is clear how these cannot be
separated from the rest. For example,
the movement of the body generates
noise as well when it touches the
surface of the ground, in certain spaces
such as the stairs the user is forced to
touch the handrail which already adds
the touch sense to the experience, the
noise originated in the working place
activates the audition... Ultimately,
mind and body remain connected
through all the spaces.
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In the following pages, the plans that
show this interaction will be shown,
including the detail of the façade of
each one of these buildings that reflects
the materialization and expression of
the new volumes in comparison to the
original structure. There is a constant
dialogue between the old fragments

and the new ones because even if the
same material has been applied to
both of them, they show a different
expression. The existing offers an
image of uniformity due to the in-situ
concrete, whereas the new one shows
the prefabrication of the pieces of
concrete.

Figure 175. The connection between buildings is made through the routing and sightlines.
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Figure 176. Southern elevation of the design and production buildings.

Figure 177. Section of the design and production buildings.
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Figure 179. Cross section of the store & apartments building and the restaurant.

Figure 180. Eastern elevation of the design and store & apartments buildings.
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Figure 181. Façade fragment of the new volume: production building (top) and design
building (bottom).
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Figure 182. Façade fragment of the existing volume: production building (left top) and design
building (left bottom), abstracted from the original façades (right).
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Finally, some pictures of the models
will be displayed. Two different types
of model have been made.
The first type shows a fragment of the
façade of the design and production
building made out of gypsum -scale
1:50-. These fragments present the
duality between the existing façade and
the new one. And the materialization
of the façade that has been explained
before is clearly visible in the pieces
(fig. 183).
The second type of model is a wood
model that shows a cross section of each
one of these buildings -scale 1:100(fig. 184). These volumes express the
different spatial configuration in the
old and the new volume, generating a
contrast between that lets them be in a
constant dialogue with each other.
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Figure 183. Façade fragment selected for the gypsum model.

Figure 184. Façade fragment selected for the wood model.
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“...Because beauty is typically the
result of a few qualities working in
concert, it can take more to guarantee
the appeal of a bridge or a house than
strength alone.”
(de Botton, 2006)

Discussion & Conclusions
These pages will discuss the process of
the graduation project and formulate
the overall conclusion which gives
answer to the main research question:

How can the Campina terrain
transform the current spatial relations
through a narrative that articulates the
different layers of time evolving into
a contemporary place of production?
To answer this question, there
were
a
few
sub-questions
that needed to be answered:

How can the current spatial relations
be transformed?
How can a narrative be established
articulating the different layers of
time?
How can the contemporary place of
production be defined?
During the analysis of the Campina

terrain, it was clear how the factory
developed from being a national
monument of dairy production to a
merely functional facility. This drastic
change resulted in the unawareness
of a lot of qualities that the original
buildings had, such as the great working
environment that the big openings
could create, the interaction between
different floors generated through
a spatial hierarchy or a distinctive
composition of architectural elements
in the façade.
For that reason, the intervention
developed in this paper aims to
emphasize these characteristics among
others and create a place where workers
and citizens can interact and exchange
thoughts and ideas. But for that matter,
architecture plays an essential role.
Since the project is to transformate an
existing building the challenge lies in
articulating the existing and the new,
adding new qualities that are not in
the place in order to turn a functional
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space into an area where the user is
the main character. Therefore, the
research is focused on the articulation
between the old and the new and the
narrative that the user creates walking
through the buildings.
After evolving throughout the
years, the history of the complex
asks for an articulation between the
different stages of time, between
the old or existing and the new. The
clear superposition of layers of time
creates contrast between different
intervals of history. This shows the
evolution of architecture and the
reflection of specific periods of time
on it. In this time, this addition of the
contemporary layer is clearly visible in
the materialization of the volumes and
the spatial configuration. The building
needs to be experienced slowly to grasp
the details and, for that reason, the
columns of the existing space evolved
into walls in the new volumes creating
a sequence of spaces that overlap

with each other. Materiality also is
an important factor, since the in-situ
concrete of the existing building has
evolved into prefabricated pieces of
concrete that express the efficiency
and economical values in the new
structure.
Additionally, the study of the different
spatial relations has been fundamental
to avoid a complex formed by
independent inward buildings. not
only the relation between the interior
spaces has been considered but also
the way the interior interacts with
the exterior and how the terrain
is connected to the public space.
Consequently, there is a need for a
narrative that connects these spaces
offering a new experience for the
user and linking at the same time
the layers of history that have been
previously mentioned. Architecture
decides how we see the world, how far
things are, what we can see or access,
the possibility to interact with others.
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A controlled access strengthens
the intuition of the user, creating a
subconscious guidance through the
complex of buildings. The intervention
generates a gate from new world to the
old world, connecting both of them.
Furthermore, the studied visibility of
the user creates a connection with the
immediate surroundings. Not showing
everything at once has been a key
factor in order to turn the user into an
explorer that wants to get information
from the spaces around her/him. But
when working on these aspects, the
research and design conclude that
the vision and touch senses connect
body and brain and make the rest of
the senses work together. Especially
in the working environment, audition
gets activated as well and the smells of
different materials creates a reference
to the place in the brain.
Taking everything into consideration,
Campina evolved into an industrial
complex in which people can work,

interact with others, wander around
and live. It is a space where very
different activities are happening at
the same time and that is what makes
the place so dynamic. It is important
to mention the qualities that the new
Campina adds to the city. Since there
are no boundaries between buildings
and public domain, the complex offers
a space where the innovative character
of the city can be developed and
displayed. Overall, the intervention
links the identity of the industrial city
with its inhabitants and visitors and
create a place of production where the
social character is also included as a
reflection of the contemporary times.
From my point of view, nowadays it
is essential to call for consciousness
when making architecture and give
freedom to the user experience
architecture. Since perception is
subjective, the user’s attitude is of main
importance, as well as potentiating the
sensory values of the space. The design
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principles that have been applied to
this project are not meant to create
any rules, since everything has been
designed taking into account the
existing building and trying to reach
specific requirements. All in all, it is
necessary to understand the value of
working with an existing structure,
understanding its history and trying to
adapt it to the new necessities keeping
its qualitative characteristics.
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Appendix I
The former factory

In this appendix, the plans of the
original dairy factory can be found.
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Milk factory
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Ice cream factory
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Warehouse
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Appendix II
Historical research

In this appendix, there is a catalogue
of historical pictures, starting with the
character of the city in relation to the
water, followed by the construction of
the canal and its behavior towards the
surroundings, ending with images of

the Campina factory in its origins.
After that, the evolution of industrial
typologies is being illustrated from the
beginning until nowadays.

Character of the city in relation to
the water

The Dommel river crosses the city from shouth to north creating a strong relation
between urban site and nature. Source: Frans van Beers.
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Landscape with the Dommel and St. Catherine’s Church in the background. Source: Jan
van Kruijsdijk.
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Construction of the canal

Construction of the canal with an excavator in 1930. Source: Frans van Beers.
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Activity at the beginning of the canal. Source: Theo Verschueren.

Water line touched by a natural environment. Source: Jan Alemans.
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Campina factory

The office of Campina meant the entry point for a lot of workers. Source: Giovanni van
Helvoirt.

Access of trucks on the north entrance between the milk reception and the warehouse.
Source: Frans Gommers.
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Southern façade of the milk factory and the ice factory. Source: Frans van Beers.

Original state of the southern part of the warehouse. Source: Frans Gommers.
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Evolution of the industrial typology

Origin of the industrial typology.
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Representation of industrial buildings before World War I.
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After World War I, architectural design was an essential piece of constructions.
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Outcome of the industrial type in the period between wars.
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After World War II the quality of industrial constructions starts to drop.
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Nowadays, the industrial type is driven by economic principles.

Appendix III
Analysis

Façade analysis: milk factory
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SOUTH ELEVATION
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Façade analysis: ice cream factory
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Façade analysis: warehouse
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0. INTRODUCTION

Industrial heritage
All throughout history, Europe has
created many industrial factories and
production areas, some of which have
been later considered as ‘industrial
heritage’. After the World War II,
many industrial areas developed
themselves in different scales as
a result of the industrialization
period. These industrial sites are
known for their specific identities,
volumes, materialisation and
expression. However, since the
1970s many factories have been
closed and therefore these areas of
production have fallen into disuse.
These industrial sites were originally
located at the edge of cities, but
nowadays they are spotted within the
urban city fabric because of the new
developments in the urban tissue.
As a result of this, attention has
been drawn to these forgotten and
abandoned areas in order to highlight
and use the potential of these strategic
areas for future urban development.
Exploring the history and secrets
hidden inside the places, areas and
buildings of this industrial heritage,
the industrial sites are transformed
into specific places with identity,
where architects and urban designers
are the improvisors, imagining and
looking for a (re)action to tackle the
confrontation between the ‘old’ and

the ‘new’.
History of the canal zone
The graduation studio ‘Places
of Production’ focuses on the
transformation of the industrial canal
zone of Eindhoven. Between 1843
and 1846 the canal of Eindhoven was
built to create a connection between
the city center of Eindhoven and
the Zuid-Willemsvaart, between
Maastricht and ‘s Hertogenbosch.
The canal was of high importance
for the growth of Eindhoven as an
industrial city and therefore the canal
zone developed itself during the 20th
century from a rural landscape into a
densified industrial site.
Current situation
Nowadays, the canal zone is the
connection between the city center
and Geldrop, being intersected by
the city ring road. The zone is a
forgotten place in the urban fabric,
it is neglected and the spaces seem
to be treated without any value. At
the same time, the canal expresses its
power and importance by its location
and position within the urban fabric.
It is one of the most important areas
in Eindhoven as a reference to its
industrial past. It is an urban layer
with a lot of potential to develop
itself within the contemporary city of
Eindhoven.
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Content
This report focuses on the different
aspects involved in the transformation
of the industrial canal zone of
Eindhoven. It will describe the
conducted research of the current
situation, resulting in an overview
of the characteristics, qualities
and weaknesses of this area. This
analysis was the starting point for the
development of the concept for the
transformation of the area. This vision
for the canal zone will be explained
thoroughly by proposing its methods,
tools and layers to show the results of
the design process.

Figure I. Canal zone in 1905.

Figure I. Current situation of the canal
zone.
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1. ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTING

1.1 The context
In order to proceed with the redesign
of the Canal Zone, it was essential
to study the current situation of the
area and see the link to the city, the
characteristics of the place and its
qualities and weaknesses. Overall, this
first analysis let us see how the canal
behaves as a piece of a bigger entity.
Since the water is the center point of
the area, it was the first element that
was analysed. Studying this natural
resource in the city, there were two
important pieces: the Dommel river
that crosses it from South to North and

the Canal Zone that was artificially
brought from the outskirts to the
city center. The difference between
these two is explicitly reflected by
their geometry. The linearity and
artificiality of the canal that could be
seen as a negative appearance, is for us
a positive characteristic that we want
to keep and emphasize since its being
specific of the place and its history.
All in all, the zone that surrounds the
water means a break from the city,
a point where nature and the manmade meet, which creates an area with
a lot of potential for Eindhoven.
The city is surrounded by great green

Figure I. The linear shape of the canal contrasts the organic shape of the dommel.
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areas that try to enter somehow the
locality creating a progression in size
of parks that reach the city center.
The location of the zone that has
been studied implies that these green
areas are part of the periphery and
for that reason, the eastern part of the
canal is mainly surrounded by this
natural network. Apart from this, the
appearance of green is forced by some
empty plots along the canal, although
there are some areas that have been
specifically reserved for vegetation
especially at the beginning of the
water line. The main issue with these
places is the lack in quality as a place
to ‘stay’. The green is neglected and
not giving any purpose for the user
to experience the area.
In terms of accessibility, a section
of the main road of the city passes
through the area, dividing it in two
pieces: one of them closer to the
city center and the other one linked
to the periphery. Since this road
has dense traffic most of the time,
it accentuates this division. Vehicle
access is allowed all along the canal,
as well as there are cycling lanes that
go over the water line and connect
this point with the rest of the city.
Furthermore, the railway draws the
end line of the transformation area
even though trains do not stop in the
neighborhood. Public transportation

stops are available only at the starting
point of the canal and near the DAF
museum. Overall, pedestrian access is
free all over the zone but the amount
of industrial vehicles makes the walk
unpleasant at some points.

Figure I. Green and blue corridor entering
the city of Eindhoven.

Figure I. The blue corridor enters the
main transportation network.
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1.2 Observation of the canal zone
Once the general analysis of the
area was carried out, the next step
was studying what was happening
in the neighborhood itself in order
to conclude which characteristics
were relevant to keep and which ones
needed to be added. Currently, the
water has no longer an industrial
function for the buildings around
it, it is no longer part of its original
transportation network. On the
contrary, it is used occasionally for
activities like rowing and fishing. This
needed to change since the water is
the central point of the area, it is the
dynamic force, an element that needs
to be essential for the users, no matter
if it is being physically used or only
visually appreciated. For that reason,
it is a key element in the intervention
and a lot of different activities must
happen around it or inside it to
transform it into an element which
can be enjoyed.

green outskirts of Eindhoven and the
city center, it is important to have a
suitable transition of vegetation and a
comfortable area for people in which
the break from the city could also be
taken.

Additionally, the green areas are also
an important part of the Canal Zone
as it has been mentioned before.
However, there are no activities
going on in most of them, there is
no visual appearance or place to stay.
In fact, only the ones located at the
beginning of the canal around the
public buildings have a function. But
since this whole area is in between the

In addition, it was fundamental to
study the existing typologies around
the canal. In the current state, most
of the buildings around the canal are
focused on industrial activities and
due to their functionalist approach,
they do not interact with their
context. The result of this approach is
the growing morphology, in which the
buildings expand, shaping the space

These were not the only disadvantages
found in the area. The existing roads
function as a boundary between the
different layers of the canal zone. The
main road along the water line is wide,
used by cars and transportation trucks
and almost useless in its function. It
is a very harsh boundary between the
canal and its building zone around it.
Moreover the roads directing to the
surrounding areas of the canal zone
are lacking visual appearance and use.
Therefore, by transforming the canal
zone it is important to use the roads
and transportation systems as a layer
that can connect the different areas
of the canal zone, instead of creating
boundaries.
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Figure I. Quality of the water as a place for different activities.

Figure I. Quality of the green as a place to stay and enjoy the surroundings.
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according to their needs. The lack of
transparency also leads to a lack of
visual connection to the site and the
context seems not to be taken into
account. Thus, these generic buildings
have been the most highlighted issue
during the analysis process. However,
they are also buildings in the canal
zone that contribute to the new
developing character of the site, like
the developing areas of NRE, DOK40
and Lakerlopen or existing buildings
with an historic identity like Campina
and DAF museum.
Finally, not only the analysis of the
physical space is appropriate to detect
the advantages and disadvantages
of the site. The experience and
interaction of the user in the area
is also of high importance. In the
current situation, the buildings that
generate a regular flow of people are
the industries, especially DAF and the
Do It Yourself stores, located at the
beginning of the canal. This means
that the main activity along the canal
is carried out by commercial and
productive places. On the other hand,
there are other types of activities
taking place such as jogging, fishing,
cycling, or even some sports clubs
focused on rowing, fitness or motors.
But these activities focused more
on the user rather than the product
itself. In this way, observation

detected that there was a lack of active
functions apart from the industrial
and commercial ones. This area is
potentially asking for a public space
that can be enjoyed, a space in which
there is a great diversity of activities
that could be taking place. For this
reason, the renewed site should adapt
the space to embrace other functions
in which the user experience and
sequence is the main character.
1.3 First steps of transformation
After deeply analysing the area, the
identity of the place, the activities and
the developing program, an overview
was made regarding the qualities
of the existing buildings. Even if
we wanted to keep the identity of
the place and most of the functions
that are currently being developed,
there were some buildings in which
we found a week quality in terms of
appearance, program and context.
For this reason some of the buildings
were modified, other were kept
or removed. The intention was to
make each building specific of the
place, implementing it in a strategic
masterplan. Moreover, the current
state of developing areas -NRE,
DOK40, Lakerlopen- has been used
as an interesting characteristic which
is being included in the development
of the canal as a whole.
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Figure I. New interacting program along the canal zone (existing and new functions).

Figure I. Selected buildings for the intervention of the masterplan.
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2. DESIGN APPROACH

2.1 Genius loci
The main goal of the masterplan is to
prioritize the necessities of the place,
to turn it into an active urban area that
highlights the qualities of Eindhoven
and moreover creates a contemporary
attractive and interactive point inside
the city of Eindhoven where people
can meet and develop different
different activities along the canal
zone. In this new area, there is
space for living, working, culture
and different types of leisure which
produces a great diversity in program
sequence that can suit the needs of the
user. Ultimately, the currently generic
character will transform into specific
spaces and elements strengthen the
Canal Zone and its relation to the
industrial history and the city of
Eindhoven.
2.2 Concept
The concept is based on a theoretical
framework that prioritises the
necessities of the place, not only to
turn it into an active neighbourhood
but also to create this attractive and
interactive point within Eindhoven.
At this stage, the attention was
drawn towards the theory of
Lynch, Solà-Morales and Rossi. The
concept focuses on the canal as a
connection between different urban
layers, connecting the canal with its

environment by adding new layers,
but also connecting to its history by
respecting the original characteristics.
Using urban acupuncture as a
coherent strategic intervention rather
than focusing on the small. Project
acupuncture is less concerned with
the small, the minute or the delicate
than with the strategic, the systemic
and the interdependent (Solà-Morales,
2008). Furthermore, the experience of
the user in the urban space can be
emphasised by using the sequence of
spaces that evolve within the urban
tissue.
The first layer is the water, being a
strong and powerful starting point
that needs to be seen as a good quality
that can be enjoyed not only physically
but also visually, instead of seeing it
as a mere functional element. The
importance of the water emphasizes
the linearity that connects the city of
Eindhoven to the periphery, creating
an area that represents a break from
the city while being a reference to the
historical characteristics.
After this, the water should open
up towards the surroundings,
highlighting the existing grid as a
second layer and connecting this
waterside to the areas around it. This
grid is constantly interacting with the
urban context; it is tighter when it is
approaching the city center and it
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expands when it is near the periphery.
As a result of the application of the
first two layers, different plots are
created within the grid. These plots
are growing and expanding along
the canal and communicate with
their programmatic approach. Each
plot has its own identity and, for
that reason, their characteristics are
constantly changing.
concept

The new program is introduced as
the layer that provides the user with
different experiences which is essential
for the transformation of the canal
zone. The program is very diverse,
although the main function is housing,
but for the creation of a vibrant, new
industrial urban area it is convenient
to implement different functions
that could constantly interact with
within grid creation of different plots

theoretical framework
Lynch, Sola-Morales, Rossi
The canal as a connection between different urban layers, connecting the canal with its
environment by adding new layers, but also connecting to its history by respecting the original
characteristics. Using urban acupuncture as a coherent strategic intervention rather than
focussing on the small.
Emphasizing the experience of the user in the urban space by using the sequence of spaces
that evolve within the urban tissue.

Linear focus

new program expanding & interacting on the canal
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CULTURE
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OFFICES
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Figure I. Conceptual framework.
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each other. These new functions
have to do with the characteristics
of the city of Eindhoven and the
needs of the user. However, each
one of them has their own identity
which is reflected in many elements
like the materialisationcof the plot,
the arrangement of buildings, the
setting of the public space, trees and
furniture.
By using these strategic layers, the
areas with different identities and
characteristics have potential to
develop in different ways within the
coherent strategic intervention of the
canal zone. To let these urban sites
develop themselves in different ways
a framework of tools, that will be
explained in the following chapters,
has been set up:
User typologies
- user types
- public space
- building types
- vegetation catalogue
- furniture

NEW USE(R)S
program and people

PUBLIC SPACE
squares and boulevards

REDENSIFICATION
typologies

PERCEPTION
vegetation

EXPERIENCE
furniture

Figure I. New layers.
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PAST

MASTERPLAN 2018

Figure I. Layers of time reflected in the canal zone.

NEW FUNCTION
EXISTING FUNCTION
TRANSFORMED FUNCTION
OPEN AREA
START-END AREA
OPEN AREA
OPEN AREA
PATH
EDGE
WATER EDGE
TRAIN

Figure I. Character of the new area.
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Figure I. Floorplan of the desing intervention for the canal zone.
3. MASTERPLAN

3.1 Design intervention
Firstly, the connection of the strong
water line to the surroundings has
been the key point in order to develop
the area since the canal is the origin
of the site in the first place. The
prominence of this natural resource
needs to be reflected in the plan and,
for that reason, the elements around
it should be implemented within this
layer. This linear element allowed
the area to create a boulevard that
provides it with various functions
and physical spaces along the way
according to the expansion reflected
in the urban tissue. In fact, the
boulevard is not a simple street that

has the same characteristics from
the beginning until the end, yet it is
rather a combination of other layers
with different materials that are
appearing and interacting within it,
opening the space to lead the user to
other spots with different functions
and possibilities. Furthermore, the
section of the canal changes: there
are green transition areas between
boulevard and water, water openings
to shift the linearity of the water and
stairs that connect the boulevard with
the water, creating physical spaces to
stay.
The expanding grid that is already part
of the urban tissue of the site and its
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1. WATER ZONE
connecting meeting points

2. GRID
connecting water & surrounding

3. HORIZONTAL
connecting plots to grids

4. VERTICAL
connecting grids & water zone
to public space in plot

Figure I. Hierarchy of the streets within the
plots.

surroundings has been strengthened
during the intervention, creating a
hierarchy that organizes the space.
This hierarchy starts with the water
line as the principal element. Then,
the main streets of the grid cross this
line and therefore show the expansion
over the water, connecting both sides
of the canal and destroying the barrier
that this line used to be. These streets
strongly show the attraction towards
the water line and naturally connect
the area with the surroundings.
After that, perpendicular to these
previous lines and parallel to the
water, there are new streets that go
through each plot in order to connect
the main routes. These are different
in dimension and materials, making
the hierarchy readable for the user.
Finally, subordinated to these last
streets, there are more branches that
assemble the public space.
The floors of the different plots

are the layer between the different
hierarchy of the grids and the streets.
The plots form a basis of identity for
each programmatic use. We defined
different type of materials a plot can
be assigned to in order to preserve
or enhance a certain identity. These
terms of materials are artificial green,
natural green, industrial, stone, grey
concrete and colorful concrete. The
type of floor forms the basis of the
area on which the other elements and
tool can collaborate to evolve and
develop within the masterplan.

Figure I. View from the bridges along the
water and the boulevard.
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The morphology of the buildings are
integrated with the straight water
line and the expanding grid. Their
morphology interacts with the visual
appearance, materials, section and
dimensions of the different categories
in the urban tissue (the boulevard, the
grid and the public space between
the buildings). Existing buildings
are maintained in order to enhance
its contextual relation and user
experience. New buildings, containing
the housing and the culture & leisure
program, are placed along the canal
to bring in the new program as a start
of the creation for the new program
along the canal.

The boulevard /canal zone is a car
free zone. The grids connect this
zone with the roads at the other side
of this zone. These roads provide cars
to enter the area and give transport
accessibility for the different type
of users of the masterplan. The ring
is intersecting the area, but is of
importance for the connection with
the city and the transportation for
the different programs. To make the
new urban program more accessible
we add a train station at the end of
the canal.

Figure I. View of the boulevard next to the
DIY stores.

Figure I. Interactive culture area.

3.2 Program
The canal zone has a lot of good
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order to implement them within the
new strategic intervention.

Figure I. Streets of the office area.

qualities and important activities at
the moment that should be preserved,
since they emphasise the dynamism
of the site.The productive character
of the place offers possibilities for the
canal to have its own identity in the
city. As a result, the economic strength
that the DAF factory provides to
Eindhoven and the flow of people
that the DIY stores create have been
maintained in the new masterplan.
Considering the fact that the main
guiding principles has been turning
the generic into specific, all those
industrial units that did not fit with
the individuality of the place in terms
of appearance, program and context
have been replaced or transformed in

After analysing the current activities
near the canal, the Industry, shopping,
physical activities and student areas
appeared to be important activities
to be considered fundamental in
the implementation of the new
masterplan. The program of this
area is of main importance in terms
of creating a new dynamic urban
environment. Therefore the relations
between different new programs
and the identity of Eindhoven and
the canal have been researched
to establish several functions that
would emphasise and strengthen the

Figure I. Public space of the student area.
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character of the place.
Housing units have been placed all
along the canal while other different
functions appear as a sequence from
the beginning of the canal until
the end of the area of intervention.
But these different functions are
interconnected in terms of activities
that can be developed in each one
of them, characteristics, privacy etc.
Some functions were already there
and others act as a complement of
these ones. Closer to the city center,
the developing areas such as NRE,
DOK40 or Lakerlopen add interesting
qualities to the site. In addition to
this, between the NRE terrein and
the stores, there is a green open area
in which outdoors exhibitions or
temporal festivities can take place.
The DIY stores have been preserved
even though some of the buildings
have been transformed in order to
create a space that could properly
embrace the activities that are taking
place inside and taking care of the
exterior features towards the public
space, creating more coherence. In
front of these stores, the new plan
adopts a cultural area for art, cinema
or design, that connects the place
with other educational entities of the
city, offering space for exhibition,
ateliers and leisure. The Campina
factory, next to the cultural center

at the western side of the ring, has
been read as a transformation place
that will be developed later on as the
main piece of the individual research
within the strategic intervention of
the masterplan.
At the other side of the ring, the
masterplan assumes that the DAF
factory is a part of the canal area, even
though it could be later adapted for a
different use. Therefore its plots have
been opened more to the public space
in a way that it can participate more
actively in it right now and definitely
in the future with a new program.
Next to the ring road, a new sector for
students is located at the southern side
of the canal as a place of interaction
where people meet, exchange ideas
and organise their own activities,
or just take a break or have a drink.
A library, spaces for meetings and
different associations are part of this
zone. In front of it, there is a district
for offices and business in general,
incorporating startups, coworking
centers and meeting rooms to cover
the entrepreneurial needs of the city.
Linked to this activity, the plan offers
a district for innovation where there
are laboratories, design ateliers and
rooms in which the university can
collaborate with other companies. At
the other side of the canal, next to the
student’s plot, there is a plot reserved
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for restaurants, cafeterias, markets
and other spaces related to food such
as sustainable gardens. This part of the
masterplan is constantly connecting
and interacting, especially being close
to the offices and the student’s area.
At the eastern side of the intervention
area, the functions keep gradually
changing and turning into more open
spaces related to outdoors activities.
At the northern side of the canal, there
is a part exclusively designed not only
for sports clubs and fitness centers
but also for companies related to the
sports industries. It is a highly active
zone that adds new qualities to the
plan. In front of this area, the E.S.R.

Thêta has been maintained in its own
somewhat private space surrounded
by nature but next to it it opens a
great space for living placed within
a park setting. This type of living is
different from the lifestyle that has
been established at the beginning of
the water line, since it interacts more
with nature which connects the area
with the periphery of the city. In order
to make the connection between the
city and the new canal zone, a train
station has settled next to the railways
so the accessibility of the area has
also been taken into account. Behind
this part of the plan there is a green
space reserved for temporal festivities
like GLOW, Dutch Design Week,
big exhibitions of art, sculpture or
ephemeral architecture.
In the end, the different plots are
diverse in program but they are all
linked to each other in a way that
they create a dynamic and attractive
sector of the city. The new plan is
designed to integrate and strengthen
the character of Eindhoven, adding a
new experience for the visitor and its
neighbors.

Figure I. Parklike living space at the end of
the canal zone.

3.3 Archetypes
To develop a vision for the existing
and the new building designs, a series
of archetypes has been created. The
making of architecture is a topic we
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Figure I. Section showing the impression of the different types of space along the waterzone,
the student area and the offices areas.

Figure I. Section taken from the canal to show the interaction between the old and the new
along the waterside and the diversity of the different areas within the strategic intervention.

Figure I. Section of the food area showing the different type of buildings and public space in
combination with the DAF.
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are both interested in. Making and
creating models helps to stimulate
the creative process to research how
to say something about buildings
within a master plan on big scale.
The archetype lets us see the model
or prototype on which the different
buildings are based, in relation to
program, morphology, function,
direction, materials and volume. The
archetypes play with the visual aspect
of connecting the buildings with the
different layers of the concept and
eventually its context.
For the making of the models we used
three different materials, concrete,

glass and corrugated cardboard.
By playing with the expression of
the materials, different masses have
been created. The masses play with
transparency and openings and show
a first attempt for a quality of living
or working at the canal zone.
The archetypes are a guideline to
create a coherent strategic intervention
for the design of the buildings, while
at the same time providing architects
the possibility to design different
type of buildings that have their own
character and architectural language
within the different urban areas. It is
tool for play, imagination, and design.

Figure I. Model of the archetypes.
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Figure I. Different settings of the archetypes.
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3.4 Tools & layers
Building types
As mentioned before the archetypes
are used as a prototype on which the
different buildings within the design
intervention can be based. To say
something more about the quality
of living, working or consuming in
a certain building, the translation
from an archetype to a building
type has been researched. The main
goal of developing the archetypes
into buildings types is to show how
the quality that we aim for in the
archetypes can result in a realistic
building. To do this we translated the
aspects volume, mass and direction
that we used for the archetypes
into a set of rules regarding, rythm,
transparancy, privacy vs. public,
routing, experience and materials.
By doing this we show an attempt of
how the different type of programs
can result into a building within
the guidelines of the archetypes. We
are showing the quality of how the
building can work without designing
the building. For example, the housing
blocks show a different approach in
terms of access, rythm and privacy
compared to the office tower, but this
does not mean that it is always fixed
within the program. It is about the
set of rules in which different designs
can evolve.

User types
In order to test how the research
about the programmatic placement
of existing and new activities
and qualities along the canal are
interacting with each other we created
an overview of the user types. The aim
of this overview is not to force a type
of user in terms of age or interest that
should come to the canal, but to give
an idea of how different types of users
can use the new canal zone and how
that interacts with the programmatic
design. Based on this programmatic
design, different categories of user
types were created. These categories
were analysed by different aspects;
the presence during the day, the
interaction space, the required space
of them along the canal zone, the
usage of public space, their way of
working or living and their flow by
using the site. The results of these
analyses give a good overview of how
the combination between the different
programmatic plots interact with
types of public space for the sequence
of the user experience. Moreover
it shows how the programmatic
sequence is working in this order to
create interaction and attraction.
Vegetation catalogue
The chosen vegetation had to
achieve certain goals, like being
easy to maintain and strengthen
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BUILDING TYPE
HOUSING LOWRISE

BUILDING TYPE
HOUSING TOWER

Archetype

Archetype

Floor plan

Archetype

Elevation

Elevation

Isometric

BUILDING TYPE
DIY EXISTING

Archetype

Floor plan

Archetype

Floor plan

Elevation

Isometric

Isometric
Rythm, depth & layers
cooperative

BUILDING TYPE
FOOD MARKET

BUILDING TYPE
OFFICES TOWER

BUILDING TYPE
STUDENT LIBRARY

Floor plan

Floor plan

Archetype

Elevation

Elevation

Elevation

Isometric

Isometric

Isometric

Rythm, depth & layers

pleasant working atmosphere

Rythm, depth & layers

cooperative

interaction public space

Transparancy vs private

Loft, appartments, penthouse

Loft, appartments, penthouse

skylights

pleasant working atmosphere

direction & interaction

direction & interaction

comfotrtable working spaces

communication spaces

working + living

working + living

private space

comfortable accessibility

shared community

shared community

public zone

interaction with existing

Floor plan

Industrial structure

existing building

open public space

chaotic appearance ground floor

interaction

unification by layering

flexibility

interaction between old and new

differenct identities

comfortable shopping area

comfortable public space

connecting with public space

easy accessibility

quality of living

quality of living

quality of working

quality of working

quality of working

quality of working

shared appartments

pleasant working atmosphere

cooperative

pleasant atmosphere

working + living

flexibility

communication spaces

families

cooperative

connection with public space

interactive facilities

unification

indoor & outdoor
lofts

minimal living

sharing community

appartments

sharing community

houses and appartments

food & stores

comfortable accessibility

industrial atmosphere

comfortable working spaces

the ‘creative’ and
activities

usergroup

the ‘creative’
presence during day
AM

interaction space

PM

required space

This group is interested
in being part of the
creative scene,
attending exhibitions
that take place in
reused industrial units
and showing their own
pieces of art. The canal
zone is mainly focused
on culture and
innovation and, for that
reason, this type of user
not only occupies
certain buildings but
also outside areas
reserved for
expositions.

usage of public space

the ‘student’ and
activities

usergroup

the ‘student’

Students are one of the
main characters due to
their active lifestyle.
They can enjoy the
housing facilities and
the public spaces such
as library, meeting
rooms, etc. or be part of
students associations
The area defined for
them is one of the
strongest points in the
masterplan, since it
establishes a great
network of interaction
with other areas like
sports, food, culture or
even innovation.

presence during day
AM

PM

required space

interaction space

usage of public space

way of living and working

the ‘office worker’
and activities

usergroup

the ‘office worker’
presence during day
AM

PM

required space

interaction space

Workers have a
particular space in the
plan where they can
develop their own ideas
and interact with other
companies. Furthermore, they can also
make use of the area of
innovation to work on
their projects. The canal
zone offers diverse
options for lunchtime or
afterwork leisure, which
improves their quality of
life.

usage of public space

way of living and working

new program vs. existing

interaction between different type of people

working + living

way of living and working

the ‘consumer’ and
activities

usergroup

the ‘consumer’
presence during day
AM

required space

interaction space

PM

The masterplan
provides a lot of stores
with very specific
products that attract
people from all over the
city. Most of them are
placed in the industrial
facilities in the same
area, but the ground
floor of housing
buildings are also used
with commercial
purposes. This creates
a more powerful
community network.

the ‘athlete’ and
activities

usergroup

the ‘athlete’

In the masterplan,
athletes are included
with a great variety of
facilities to practice
many different sports,
follow classes and
activities. This type of
user adds dynamism to
the area, which is the
key to keep it as an
active place where
things are simultaneously happening. Sports
associations and
companies are also part
of this zone.

presence during day
AM

interaction space

usage of public space

usage of public space

way of living and working

way of living and working

PM

required space

the ‘curious’ and
activities

usergroup

the ‘curious’
presence during day
AM

interaction space

PM

required space

This type of users act as
an outsider, since they
do not live in the area of
the canal but they make
use of it in different
ways, from wandering
around with curiosity,
trying to discover the
place, to going there to
perform a specific
action. There are
activities for all ages, for
families, groups or
solos; the space is open
for everybody.

usage of public space

way of living and working

lofts
cooperative
pleasant working atmosphere

cooperative

pleasant atmosphere

working + living

different identity’s

communication spaces
interactive sport facilities
indoor & outdoor

working + living

shared appartments

canal for ‘creatives’

food & stores

minimal living

sharing community

canal for ‘students’

comfortable accessibility

canal for ‘office workers’

canal for ‘consumers’

offices

intruiging area’s

industrial atmosphere

interaction between different type of people

canal for ‘curious’

canal for ‘athletes’

diy stores
sports

culture
students

food
recreation

festivities

Figure I. Guidelines for the building types.

interaction between public space & people
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also due to the difference between
the green trees and the ones that
have purple or pink tones. Apart from
this, it is important to mention that
not all the trees or plants drop the
same intensity of shadow, which may
also vary between seasons. All these
changes through the year turns the
public space into a more active zone.

the identity of each area providing
each part with a different character
that connects with its function.
Moreover, it is fundamental for the
design of the Masterplan to reflect
a powerful identity through variety.
The trees create an effective dynamism
especially due to the fact that most
of them have deciduous leaves,
which means that during the cold
seasons their leaves will be gone and
the sun will be able to go through it
and reach the public space. But the
contrast is not only created thanks to
the existence -or not- of leaves, but

Furniture
Lastly, the street furniture was also
part of the intervention since it defines the character of the place. That
is why it has been set up according

Platanus x acerifolia

Acer ruﬁnerve

Leaves: Deciduous
Height: 10-30 m
Crown Width: 20-30 m
Fruit: Achenes (balls of 2.5-4 cm)
Use: Ornamental trees for urban areas
and roadsides
Placed in: Boulevard along water line

Leaves: Deciduous
Height: 8-15 m
Crown Width: 2-4 m
Fruit: Raceme (10 cm) and yellow flower
Use: Ornamental trees for urban areas
Placed in: Grid lines
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Quercus x turneri
“Pseudoturner”
Leaves: Perennial
Height: 6-10 m
Crown Width: 6-10 m
Fruit: Catkins
Use: Ornamental trees for parks
Placed in: Squares

Multi-stem umbrella
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Cercis siliquastrum

Prunus cerasifera “Nigra”

Osmanthus burkwoodii

Leaves: Deciduous
Height: 4-15 m
Crown Width: 10-12 m
Fruit: Legume (6-10 cm) and pink flower
Use: Ornamental trees near rivers
Placed in: Square - Culture, students
and recreation area

Leaves: Deciduous
Height: 6-15 m
Crown Width: 20-30 m
Fruit: Cherry plums (balls of 2-3 cm)
Use: Ornamental trees for urban areas
and roadsides
Placed in: Square - Food and innovation
area

Leaves: Deciduous
Height: 1.5-3 m
Crown Width: 1-1.5 m
Fruit: White flower ( 1-2 cm)
Use: Parks
Placed in: Existing industries

Multi-stem umbrella Flattened spherical

Multi-stem umbrella

Multi-stem umbrella Wide pyramidal /
egg/shaped
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Figure I. Vegetation catalogue.
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Figure I. Vegetation chromatism during different seasons (autumn-winter-spring-summer).
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to a strategic organization along the
intervention area. In transit zones
like the office area, for instance, or
in certain parts of the boulevard the
new plan creates a space for single
benches because there is not that
much need of interaction with other
people, it is seen like a spot to rest.
On the contrary, if the area suggests
that there will be a higher level of
interaction due to the activities that
are taking place, an extra surface is
added in front of the bench, that can
be used as a table or as a seat. Ultimately, a combination of benches has

been situated in big squares where a
lot of activities are going on at the
same time. Apart from this, furniture
has also been placed at the bridges.
In this way, the bridges are no longer
a transit point but they create a place
to stay and enjoy the surroundings.

FURNITURE
SITUATION 1

FURNITURE
SITUATION 2

FURNITURE
SITUATION 3

BRIDGES
CONCEPT

3D impression

3D impression

3D impression

Situation 3

interaction

interaction

interaction

interaction

activity in the area

activity in the area

activity in the area

activity in the area

stay in the area

stay in the area

stay in the area

stay in the area

Figure I. Furniture and bridge design catalogue.
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3. CONCLUSION

Intention
The main goal of the masterplan was
to prioritize the necessities of the
place, to turn it into an active urban
area that highlights the qualities of
Eindhoven and moreover creates a
contemporary attractive and interactive point inside the city where people
can meet and develop different activities along the canal zone. The main
target was to transform the currently
generic character into specific spaces
and elements to strengthen the Canal
Zone and its relation to the industrial
history and the city of Eindhoven.
Reflection
By carefully analysing the site and
looking at its existing qualities and
activities we were able to base strong
starting points for the development of
the concept, which became more and
more powerful with the conducted
research about urban interventions
and theories of Lynch, Solà-Morales
and Rossi. With these knowledge we
were able to set up a good system of
different layers and tools with which
we could develop the whole transformation of the canal zone. Within this
process we worked on all the different
scales we felt were needed to achieve
the identity development within the
coherent strategic intervention we
created. Grids, plots, hierarchy, ar-

chetypes, building types, user types,
trees and furniture were all taken into
account. Every week the identity became more clear and stronger and the
relation between the different aspects
we aimed for at the beginning of the
process became visible. In conclusion,
the process and collaboration together
with the careful approach towards the
different layers and scales of the canal
zone, resulted in a strong coherent
and strategic masterplan in which the
historical characteristics are respected
and new identities can grow.
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Figure I. Development of the masterplan along the waterline.

Appendix V
Intervention

Model testing for the placement of the new volumes in the terrain.
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Volumetric model of the intervention. Union of existing and new.
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First urban design approach: eastern area.
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First urban design approach: western area.
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Existing colors visible in different buildings of the terrain
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Brickwork
traditional

Concrete
precast material

Ceramic tiles
hygiene

Steel
structure and frames

?

?

?

?

Existing materials and textures visible in different buildings of the terrain
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bronze

silver

white

black

blue

gold

Test of tonalities for the joinery.
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